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T'vEMING, W.

H., Manufacturerof Plow*, By
Improved machinery ts enabled tv sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surroanding town. Plow
pointa ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
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Phoenix Plaulug Mill. All kind* of building material furnishedat Grand Rapid* price*.
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Custer and his heroes was a terrible price
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that
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Our Western country is the crops of this year will compare favorably
monument of the heroes of our army, with those of 1860."

noble cause.
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great
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martyrs of our civilization.
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"Will the Republicansnominate a ticket
then this fallf"
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The wealthy heathen is entirely free from
bloodiest of our Indian tragedies were so leprosy. He will sail in the next steamer
recently enacted. This generation is fami- for Hong Kong with about $90,000.— (7aL
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Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
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Wheat, white V bushel ...... sew

which

Herald, they would scarcely know their with a wholesale diamond robbery, and
old burning grounds. Immigration has when asked to plead guilty or not guilty,
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undershirts,of

more

stone, from which they were expelled only promptly availed himself. He was only once
a short year ago, says the New York brought into court, being then charged

beach, dry ........... ......
2 00
'• green ..........
175 offices. At Tongue River, where Gen.
Hemlock Bark ..................... Oo
Miles was encamped in 1870-7, there is a
Staves, pork, white oak ..............@10 00
Wifotaalctri and BUcktalthi.
SUves, Tierce,
12 00
town with a populationof nearly 1,000 inHeading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 9 54
J.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Heading bolts, hardwood ............ .......2 75 habitants. The battlefieldsof the heroic
Shop. Hor*e uhoclng and all kind* of repair- Stave bolls, softwood ....... ............... 2 25
ing done. Eighth Street a few door* west of River. Stave bolts,h&rdwood. .................. 8 00 Custer are farms, and cattle graze ou the
Railroad ties ................................
10 plains and hillsides where the saddest,
Shingles, A y m ......................
’....» 2 00
Mut Market!.
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It
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8
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Oat*, tf bushel .....................
lines, $2.00 per annum,
TT'UITE.J.,Dealer In all kinds of meats and Buckwheat, tf bushel ............. 50
.......................
Nstlcesof Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubvegetables; Meat Market on 8lh street.
Feed, tf ton ......................
lished whitoatcharge for eubecrlbms.
tflOOlb ....................
An X before the Subscriber'sname will doaote IT AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fre*h, Salt, Bariev, tf 100 lb ...................
the expiration of the SubscriptIon. Two XX sig*
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aify that mo paper will be continuedafter date.
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£7" All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.
Pearl Barley, tf 100 lb ..............3 00
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Wood, Staves, Eto,
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If Sitting Bull
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I’oratoes.y bushel

kind* of Liquor*,
Beer, Cid&r, Pop, Cigar*, Sardine*, and keep
er of a line Pool Table, No. 5u Eighth street.
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Mulligan tied wildly toward North.ikach,
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He made no resistance, but innocently,reA FLOURISHINGCITY NOW CROWNS THE
remarked,"You $avee me leper, ’’Officer
BITE OF THAT LONELY BATTLEFIELD.

Produce, Etc.

Apples, ft bushel ................ S
Beaus, y bushel ...................1 5v
Llvorr ad Sail Strtlti.
Butter, V lb ....................
Clover seed, y lb..., ..............
H„ Llvory and Sale Stable. Office EggH, y dozeu
aud barn on Market etreut. Evembius flratHoney, y lb .......................
ClafS.1
Hay, y ton .......................

WHOLE

'

Cmtor’i Last.

(9ut parted.

0,r General Dealer*, lu Dry
Good*. Gmceriea, Crockery,Hat* uud Cap*,
Flour, Provlalon*, etc.; River at.
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think not. The

negroes

who form

the bulk of the Republican party there are

Lake Michigan has its Grace Darling, disgustedwith politics, and being satisfied
and her father and brothers are as brave with their treatment under Hampton, X
and heroic' as she herself. Sanford W. am quite sure they would rally to bis supMorgan is keeper of the life-saving sta- port and elect him over any man whom
the Republicans nominate. When I wrs
Holland, Mich, tion at Grand Po^nt Au Sable, Mich., and
after the close of navigationhe allows the governor of South Carolina my efforts In

Sells Ticketsto principal points In the United
IJOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Iniaranc*
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Sta'es and Canada. Throng i nllNo ' T^ulpg ’ssued
and rates given for fielgb or'i points eas„ ami
lections made In Holland and vlclnlur.
west. Information as a) rortes and connections
\UALSll, 11., Notary Public, Conveyancer, for travellers,and rates o.’ freight, for shippers,
and Insurance Ageut. Office, City Drug cheerfully furnished at the

L

v

Mixed trains,
Store,8th street.
Dally except Sunday and Mouday7 Daily except Saturday,
Phrileti&i
i Mondays only.
7-lr
All other trains daily except Sundays.
A
NNIS,
T.
E.,
Physician;
residence, opposite
• All trains on this rood, will be run by Chicago
A beautiful lot of prints can be found
8. W. cor. Public Square.
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
at Harrington’sat 5 cents per yard.
time.
IkEST. R. B. A L. K., Surgeons and Physicians.
'''
Office at their residence, Overyscl, Mich.
*
t

Chicago Depot,

crew to go away for the winter, but re- favor of honest gsvernment were generally
mains ou the ground with his daughter thwarted by the most graceless set of
and sous. At daylight on Match 23, dur- scamps that ever afflicteda people. Why
IX
ing one of the most violent gales ef the sir, these men have not only conferredt >
Better than Gold.
season, with the sea so boisterousthat it their numerous acts of villainy, but have
f EDEBOER, B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
Lj corner Eleventh and River street opposite The grand climax of succeMis at last
attempted to saield themselvesfrom punpublic square.
achieved. The poor rejoice, the tick was covered with foam, a fishing boat was
ishment by making the most prepo^ co s
discovered
about
three
miles
off
shore,
in
f EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon; arise and walk, the rich bask in tiie golden
sunshine
of
perfeci
health.
The
physical
distress,by Miss Edith. Quickly giving charges against every honest man conJui office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
A M. L. 8. R. R. crossing.
miseries of the human frame need no lonthe alarm to her father and iwo brothers, nected with my adminiitratioh.I am
ger be endured. Dr. King's California
Vf ORRI8, 8. L., Phyaicisn aud burgeon. Office,
she urged them to go, volunteeringto lake glad to see that Hampton has driven them
IvXat resLeuce,on Tweiltk«L, and at li. Walsh’s Qolden Compound, for Dyspepsia, ConstiDrug Store.
pation, Sick Headache, Coming up of an oar herself to assist the crew. It into hiding-places.Even the rice field

4

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Ta^cen Effect, luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
doing North.

Qoi&c

lUTIONI.

No. 4. No. 2.
p. m,
p.m.
8
7
7
6
5
5
8

00

8.

m.
200

d.

Muskegon,
Ferryiburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigoon,
Holland,

12 15

25 11 41
15
90
95
07
55

No.

11 36
11 07
10 40
10 IS
2 30

Fillmore,

2
8
8
8
4

89
84
18
45
15

Allegan,

500

South.

No. 1,
a. m.
7
8
8
9
11
11
1

50
40
50
40
15

-
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Food, Jaundice, Liver Complaint, Biliousness, General Debility,Drowsiness and
D. P. CLAY, lUoHver,
Low Spirits. This wonderful remedy will
Grand Rapids, Mich.
positively cun, and that where every other
Phtogriphsr.
Close conneci'oosm. de ti Allegan wLh G. R. A
remedy has failed. To prove that this
I. R. R. and L. S. A M. 8. »o, Plrinweli,KalamaITIGQIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- wonderful remedy will do all we claim for
xoo, Ft. Wayne, C'eveUmiAc., Ac.
XX lory opposite this office.
it you are presentedwith a trial bottle frv
of cost, by which you will readily perceive
Saidlin.
its wonderful ourative qualities,and will
gusinejtf liwctatij.
show you what a regular one dollar size
\7AUPKLL, U., Manufacturer of sud dealer m bottle will do. For sale by Heber Walsh,
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Holland, Michigan.
Attonsyi.
Eighth street.
45
15

OCHOUTEN,

O

R. A. City Puysictan. Office at D.
R. Meeng*’ Drug 8tore, 8th Street.

V

TTOWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; invar street.

XX
TI

f

C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11

IVX Law,

Xohacu ul Cigars.
,'pK ROLLER, G.

X

J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Suufl, Pipes* etc.; Eighth street.

River street.
Watohsi and

^UBRBURNE,

/miry.

Bucklin’s Arnica Salve,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,

seemed as though a boat could not possi- negroes applaud his action.”—
bly live in the mighty waves, but one

at

with seas breaking over the small bout
and threateningits destiuctionand the

X

Agent. Office
Eighth street.

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tet*er,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and young girl hnd ventured
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve Lo save,

•

aaxlaf osl

-WAN PUTTEN

V

lectiug,

xofcaift.

B-ly

Barters.

U. 8. of I.
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of
Indastry,meets at their Hail over, Krulss'i^a s
Store, every Tharsday evening.
Visiting brothers cordially invited.

I'xB GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
XX shampoouing, hair-dyeing, e.c., uone at tea
eouable rates. Barber shop next door to the Cliy

Motel.

y-ly

N. W. Bacon, President.

Wax. H. Rogers, R.

S.

'

L 0. of 0* F.
Ho'.landCIivLodge No. Wi.Iudepondert Order
ofOu Fellows bolds i.mo^u'.rmeetings at Odd
TTKROLD, E., Manafactarei^of and dealer in Fellow s U.;ll Holland Mich., oh Tuesday Evening
Boots and Show, Leather, Findings,etc., of e. t ’j W2ek .
Vial ipg brothers axe cordially invited.
Eighth street.
A. W klton, N. O.
N. W. Bacon, H. B.
Diatlrt.
loots aad Bhosi.

XX

p BE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofVJ flee on Eighth itree., opposite Van Raalte's
a

ore.

KTURGUSON, B.

JO

r.AA.X.j

firagt

Aid Msdleiui.

T'kOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drags hnd ModiJLf clues, Palau and OUs, Brushes,Ac. Phy-

special polices.

sician a prescriptions carefully pat up: Eighth at.

NOTICE.

Vf BBNGS,

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drugs, Mediclues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

ilX

The undersigned,D^. L. E. Best, having
settled In the Holland co'opy, offers his
XT AS PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medlservices es a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
cines, PalnU. Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bbbo^ Family Medicines;Eighth St. coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particul?rattenlionto
chronic diseases, sod doe surgery, he has
concluded to stop si, the City Hotel, in the
incss.
City ot Holland, on Saluiday of each week,
Fa.altu s.
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
EVER, H. A CO., Dealersin all kinds of Fnr- until 4 p. m.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
ifl„ ntture, Chrulni, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
" Ovbrysel Sept 22, 1878.

V

Xuiaohuietti.

changes of temperature,—rain, wiud and
sunshine often intermingled in • single
day,— it is no wonder that our childreu,
friends and relativesare so frequently
taken from us by neglected colds, half
the deaths resuU'*n<? dlrec-.'yfrom this
cause. A bottle of Boschee s German Syrup kept about your home -or immediate
use will preyeut terlous sicuness,a large
doctor bill, and perhaps death, by the use
of three or four doses. For cunpi ConBumptiou, Hemorrheges Pneumonia, Severe Cougbi, Crouo or any disease of the
Throat or Lungs, its Bikers is simply
wonderful,as your drugnisi wil* tell you.
German Syrup is now sold in evert town
and village on ibis continent. Sample

and mountains

als, has at lost discovered a bed

of

eat th,

off magnetic connec-

and at another point

restore the connection,thus securing the

conditionsneccessary

to produ* e

lu

oscil-

lations. The works are so ingenious and
in

Daltoo, banting not only game but minerfine

simple that

it

is

make

no wild aiseitlon U>

that, were it not for the anavo'.dable wear-

ing-out caused by even the •nailed
amount of friction, the clock would tun
the manufacture of pdnt. He has been
as long as the solid earth endures. This
•ware for some years that it was to be
clock is hung against a boa'd pa-.1found, but be feared not in paying quantilion, with all tbe works exposed, subjrct
ties. He has taken a 'ease of about one
totbejarringsof machineiyand obstruchundred acres of mountain ’and, and has
umber, an

article

used

prospecteduntil be
anicle tested by

it

satisfiedthat there

immense qunniLy. He has had

is an

with

is

go extensivelyiu

the use of

men

the

fully acquainted

umber, and they pronounce

equal to the best Turkish umber.

will be begun as soon es the frost

is

Work

tions from dust eettllng upon

March

1, 1877, it has

It,

yet,

since

been running con-

tinuouslyand uniformly,with only slight

-

reported variations, os tested by transit

-A MLot,

observationiat noon.

out of

the ground. One New York paint conA young girl, ebont as pretty as «bey
cern hat agreed to take fifty tone as soon
8— 4m
grow
’em, recently went inU> • Cedar
as It can be delivered. Almost ail the
Rapids
music store and asi ed the clerk,
A lot of fancy colored shirts are Just umber used in ibis country comes from
Inquiringly,
If he had "A Heart that
received at E. J. Harrington at irom 75c Tnrkey and the hi oof Wight. * It is found
to $1.50 each.
only in two other places in the United Loves Me Only?”
•*No,”Msaid,"but here’s ‘A health to
States— in Oswego county, N. Y. (In such
For fancy striped stockingat 12 cents
Thee,
Mary.’ "
small quantity that it is not worked), and
a pair go to E. J. Harrington's Cheap Cash
That
wouldn’t do hut below she turned
in the mountains of North Carolina, the
Store.

Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge. bottles for
No. IN. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
R. Dental Surgeon. Performs Hellaad, Mich., on Wednesday evening, June

all operationsappertaining to Dentistryla IX at 7# o'clock, sharp.
the beat style of the art. office,over E. Harold's
David Bibtscb, W. M.
Shoe store.
O. B REYMAN, SSc't/.

in

traversed the bills

In our style of climate, with Its* sudden

A BON., Banking and ColDrafts bought and sold; Elghtn
J.

street.

Shoe

pendulum itself shut
tion with the

A B$& of Umber

movements of he

out ou an errand At a certain point the

Benjamin F. Newell, who for years has

A Gentle Hint,

gorittw.

magnetic clock, inventedby Daniel

on board, they succeeded in

his hold, had been drowned. earth, an inexhaustiblesoure of power,
Another sailor wrs rescued ps he was is made to oscillate the pendulum; and
about lo give up, and whs >akep ashore. the simplicity of all the works gives an
Nor was this the first time the brave assurance of the least possible friction.

Walsh, Holland, Michigan.

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
in Kenyon A Van Patton's bank

A

L

and lettinggo

O

J.,

• ?irp$tu*l Motion Aoooapiiih

Drawbaugh, of MIMtown, Cumbei'a’id
reuchiug the wreck, to find that one of county, Pa., says the Harrisburg T"’the crew, who had been clinging to the graph, is sufficiently retnarkab’e to be
side ot the vessel, had become exhausted, worth description. The magnetism of the

loss of those

Law and Notary Public.

rpKN EYCK,

[TFtW*oip<- ,»

tost Interview.

launched, and after a puli of two hours,

9. W., Blendon,MlSi., Attorney
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
'Special utteatiou
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections. TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, in every case or money reiunded. Price
and dealers in Faucy Goods; Corner ef MarOfficein the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
ket and Eighth Street.
Bo lies A Bros.

O

was

trial, 10c.

;

regular s>ze, 75c.

latter being so far from a railroadthat it to go she asked

If
Call

Ton Intend
at

the Drug

Store

to Paint,

is not

dog.— Springfield(Mass.) ablican.

of Heber Walsh,

WhioM
off

Cottage Colors,

These paints are mixed
plied

One of

hli

by any person. Sample

can

be ap-

cards free.

who came

Wealth.

the richest Obinamen ia this

ready for 4he city is doubtless Mr.

brush, sold by the gallon, and

"Have you ’One Sweet Kiss Before We
"
That Cedar Rapids cle’k looked up and
down the store; tbe bosk-keeper was oat,
Park?’

and examine the

Seventy Shades

;

Chow Kow Yup,

to Inis city a penniless

lian thief about seven years

Mange-

ago. All

his

the boss was up stairs trying lo fell a gran-

wheezy old melodeon, and so be
leaned over the counter and tamed out
about halt a dozen of tbe best and most
ger a

s

wealth has been obtained by committing artisticallyfinished articles that tbe astonto
memory fonr simple words. "You ished young lady had ever teen offered in
very
5-13w
a Job lot. i
it
aavee me leper." The second night after
She didn’t sky much, bat she went out
rutrlu.
While coughs and colds are very prev- bis arrival he broke in a dry goods store, of the store in a step and a half, and rubThere is no use to send East for Reid's
T^LIETBTRA, a., Groceries and Sappllet; a Fine Imported Flower Seeds, for they can alent, we recommend a trial of Young's and was just carrying away bis booty bed her cheeks thoughtfullyail the way

X? ready market for country prodace; a choir)
•lock always on bond ; cor. Eighth and Market 1 1

be found

now at

P.

&

A.

STEKETEE.

White Lead, Oils, Varnfsh, Brushes, Ac.,

cheap.

Cough and Lung

Syrnp.

1,

tf
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was from
the first ballot
signed the Pacific
000 of the impropriation for the completion of the
four in
eter. The
unciatesthe
WashingtonRational Monument to strengthen tl
g bill, compelling tbe
as of.h
or, and had
rimudstiont)f tfist itrueptfe,»nd then
land tbe KajiBaa\Papauntiyjhat
Chnaldentlbi
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to
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ter coat.—
husettHftlkof
roacte to. contribute25- per deni of
Bankrupt law. Mr. Dawes advocatedfixing Janutiochival.)
nominating Gen. B. T. Butler for Governor. . ary 1, 1679, u the time for the repeal going into eftbeir net earnings toward paying the inThe first State election of the coming political fect. Mr. McCrearymade a short bat spiritedspeech terest on the Government second-mortfavor of immediate repeal, and Mr. Hoar spoke
campaign will
that of Oregon— in
EXPLOSIONS IN FLOUR MILLS.
in favor of the Bankrupt law and against ita repeal. gage bonds.
in June. State officers,
CongressSept. 1 was finally agreed upon aa the date for the
man and a Legislatureare to be elected.
Warning
repeal,and the bill in that shape paaaed.
col- The Minneapolis Calamity —
, , to MlHpraf
Hdcre.y-4 bill ww passed proridtofthat thl
7 y
onipriationto transGen. Adam Badrau ha 4 furnished to notice of boh test, under the Pre-Mn$tfon, RoiheThe Chicago Tniutte, .ooinmenting
stead and Timber-Culture
laws, must be printed port emigrants West and furnish an out- upon the explosion in the Washburn
the War Department evidence that his wound
In newspapers in the county where such contest
fit of farming utensils, Meds^eto., for null at Minneapolis,which entailed snch
at Port Hudson was of such a nature as to bring lies!... Several committee reports of
private
him under the ooerationof an act which al- nature ware presented....A bill for the relief the firsf year or two, when,' it is calcu- a difltrffffliifg'togffof life and property,
lows wounded officersto- be placed on the re- of Richard Heater, of Virginia. , for stores and lated, they will be able to support tliemtired list, and to also hold civil offices. His supplies taken by the United States army during selves.
?‘ it laevidkifc atethe butiet that steam
name has consequentlybeen restored to the the late war, led to a heated partisan discoasion. The claim waa finally aliowed.... Mr.
was
not ' the cause, not only because
army list M. President Hayes has given direc- Durham, from the Com^nittee on the Department
The President has issued a pardon for
there wtta oUiy twenty poiiflda of steam
tions to have the Ku-Klux cases on the docket of Justice, reported a bill regulatingthe salaFerd S. Winslow, of Obicago, for comon at the time and the boiler-housewas
at Columbia, B. O., nolle pressed, and it is ex- ries of United States District Attorneys.It fixes
pected that the Ka Khn prisoners in the Al- the salaries of such officers st from 19,000 to 46,000, plicity in tbe treasury robbery in 1877 some little distance from the mill, but
except the salary of the District Attorney for the and sentenced t6 eighteen months’ im
bany penitentiary wilt be pardoned.. t
&11
Southern Districtof New York, which is fixed at pnsonment in the Albany penitentiary., a|so hedflhse a team could' not have
• The total amount recommended in the
$10 000, and provides that the fees and perquisites
worked such terrible ruib! ‘'The same
heretofore received by thoae officersshall be cov- The pardon does not relieve Winslow of
bill reported in the House from the Committee
very good reason conclusivelyproves it
ered into the treasury. •
any of the time of imprisonment,
onment. It
wasnotan explowon of the gas used to
on Appropriationsfar the support of the army
Saturday, May 11.— Senate.— Not in ses- simply relieves him of his subsequent
illuminatethe mill. Gunpowder even
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 187^ is
sion.
disabilities as a citizen. He
le was seh•26,929,671, of which the amotmt recommended
would- have failed to work such A wideHousi.— The following bills were passed: To tenced to eighteen months in February,
for the pay and allowanceof officers who may
spread disaster. , It may be doubted
retire under its provisionsis •2,897,000. Thp restore to the market oertatelaids In Dub ; for the 1877, and has gained two months’ time
whether any other known explosive
total regular, sum is $24,032,671. The total relief of settlerson public lands, providingtha
by good behavior.
force than the gas whiph actually caused
amount appropriatedby the last law was $16,- any person who shall plant and maintainfor eight
712,600. The total sum .of estimates is •?!.- years ten acres of timber laud shall be entitled to
A bill has passed the House provid- it, except nitro-glycerine, could have
292.232. The decrease from the estimates is a patent for such quarter section: permitting
accomplished this ruin. The dispatohes
Nebraska to cede certainterritoryto Missouri; pro- ing for cutting timber in the mining re•7,159,661.65.
viding for the sale of timber lands in California, gions' of the country. It provides that vaguely intimatethat the explosion wae
Oregon, Washington Territory, Nevada had ColGENERAL.
timber may be out upon the mining caused by gases generated in the patent
orado, in quantitiesnot exceedingICO acres to any
process, but inveatiOne- hundred- dollar counterfeit notes one cltiien, at a minimum price of $1.60 ptr acre, lands of Colorado, Nevada, Wyoming, midulings-purifler
and making it unlawful to cut kny timber on public Arizona, Utah, New Mexico, Montana, gationsofsimilar catastrophes in Euon the Second National Bank, of Wilkesbarte,
lands. . .Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Public
Pa., tod the National Revere Bank, of Boston, Landij, reporteda bill providingfor tbs loan of Idaho, and other mining distnots, with-
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Thrrb is Borne excitement in New
lark &nd other Ewtem citiea concerning re)

ported prepmtlonB of the'lFeniansto invade
Canada in the'dvent of a war between England
andRuBHia.
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Some Russian naval officers arrived in
New tork a/few days ago.ftTbey were interviewed by the irrepreaMblereporter, and, in

.

gnawer to inquiries regarding the mission of
the Qimbria to America, stated that she had
on board a number at Russian naval officers
who are to take command of > a certain number
of privateers, which they intend to purchase
and fit out, if they ban find suitable vessels in
this country.
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PAxLADitLptfu’s Permanent Exhibi- Mass.', have made their (appearance in the $500 to every person who shall settle on the public out cost, for mining, agriculturaland
lands under tbw- Homestead -law, the act to be in
tion as reopenedto the public on the 10th West, i They are a transferfrom the counter- operation until (lO.OOO.OOOhas been expended. Tbe domestic purposes, under such restricfeit plate of the Merchants' National Bank, of bill was reported without recommendation,and re- tions as may be adopted by the Secretary scientificmen and chemists was not iminst Senator Blaine was orator of the day.
Now Bedford, Maas., which recently made its ferred to the committeeof ths Whole
Ther House of the Interior, to protect the under- mediately directed to the subject until
had a Jong debate on Mr; Reagan’s bill to regulate
BABQN^ZiANO, iKe Italian Minister to appear Mooe. • »> •« l
J
(,;
the fearful explosions occurred at the
growth and timber from waste.
Intqr-Statetransportation by railroads.
the United States, was married in New York < Rroent deaths: Gen.,-, Thomas 8.
Trodestou Mills, Glasgow, Scbtiand, in
Monday, May 13.— Senate.— Mr. Johnston
The Public Landfl Committee of tlfe 1872, and at the City Mills, Port Dunlast week to Hiss Terry, daughter of ;a Cuban Dakin, President. of the .American rifle team;
millionaire.The wedding is described as the Miss Catherine R. Beecher, Bister of Henry introduced a bill to levy, by the Moffatt bell-punch, House of Representatives recommend das, Scotland,four years, agov It had
most elegantin the social annals of New' York, Ward Beecher ; tne wife of John Bright^ the >• tax on liquors in all peaces In the District of Co- the passage of a bill for the payment of been, hitherto deemed impossible that
i*. .'.Jason Bontmer, living near Augusta, Me.,
English stateBman ; Prof. Joseph Henry, the lumbia where intoxicating liquors art sol* by tbe 5 per cent, on the minimum price of explosionscould ever occur in such a
drink.. Tha PoatofflceAppropriation bill wu* diskilled three of his childrenthe other day, and
cuesed, a few bills of no gensyalinterest passed, public lands located upon military land- pfeacbful establishmentas I flbur mill;
then attempted to. take his oyvn life.
and the Senate adjcrtmie<kx
warrants, to the States in which the but the "tw explostOTjsnibovu-'nDticod
, n,TjaE ;WE8y.
.
alarmed at the rumors of > threatened Fenian ' House.— The proposedInvestigationInto the al- lands are situated. The list of.StatesAo enlisted the attenti<teoff both the EnThe existence ot a formidable whisky invasipm,
leged Presidential frauds was sprung upon the be benefitedbv the bill embraces kll glish and ttte G^ftfian Chemists, and
rVi
ring, which bids fair to pival in the extent of
iuse by Mr. Potter,of New York. obtained the Western ana Southern Statpe except they set about investigating them. The
The Syndicate have taken out another
tbe floor and announced that bo desired to pubmlt those of the “original thirteen”,and substance of these opinions is to the
its frauds the famous Btl Louis Hng, has been*
•IC^OQOjtfOO ot' the 4^-per-centf bonds. Thb
certain resolutions,as a question of privilege. The California.
unearthed at Cindnnati. Frktids’tothe ammint
effect that the constituents of flour are
appcAranoes are that the entire loan of $50,- resolutions were then read for the informationof
of over $1^950,000 have already been discovcombustible,and when diffused through
000,500 will be taken before the time allowed tbe flouae,all points of order being reserved.The
ered, It is alleged that Gen. WeiUel, Internal
MsoiutMaaMoiWtha action of tha Maryland Laguu
Gen. Sherman preposes -some vefy the air burn with great rapidity and
ItbvenUe CCllector at Clnoinnati, is badly mixed to the Syndidate Ihall have half expired.
latnre in calling for an investigation;refer to Mc- radical changes in the equipment of the
with explosive force. Dr. Smith, an
up In the’ crooked worL
Lm’i
" ’ ! FOREIGN NEtVS.
regular troops. He is in favor of doing English chemist, haa shown that flour
Advices from the far Northwest report
away with the bayonet, thU sergeant’s in a fine state of division gives off a gas,
Prince Bismarck is snffering fromthe
that Bitting Bull and his warriorsare actively
i. John Sherman. The resolutions
Hon.
return of hisold neuralgic affection.. ..Specials then My that those allegationsought to be inquired sword, the cartridge-box, belt-plates and which, when mixed, with mine volumes
preparingfor another campaign, and that
from Berlin etate that Rassia has decided to into, and to thl* end a select committeeof eleven knapsack, and substituting in theii of air, forms an explosive mixture whichi
tieftfMru Uwll 'be SppWSttf fa hfcfl teettmony re- stead a good Revolver, a leather pouch is liable at anyi time; to be fined by a
even Red Cloud's band, who were transrefuse tojiberate the TorkiKh prisoners of war gardiag the alleged fraudulentvhwra M Fiorida
ferred to a new reservation by the. Governnumbering 60,000, in consequence of the un- and Louisiana; to send for pereona and papera, and for cartridges, a knife, a rubber blanket spark or flame; and' Weibe, a German
ment last fallj are threatening trouble.. certainty that the Porte will maintain neu- to ait in thoae BtWw during each investigation. and provision- sack. He says that the chemist, states that flour in the form
Hon. J. Donald Cameron, United States Senatrality in the event of a war between England Meeert. Congfr, Hale and QarflQld all made points blanket will .contain all the clpthiqg of impalpablepowdefc duickly ignites
tor from Pennsylyania,was married at Clteveand Russia.... Forty thousand Russian rein of order againat the resolutionsbeing e necessary for a long march* and should and gives off a higbly-eiplosiyehydroquestionof privilege. Tbe Speaker decided that
land, Ohio, last week, to Miss Sherman, ni
niece forcements have been forwarded to Jassy.
the resolutionspresented a question of Ihfe be worn across the body from shoulder carbon gas, whichi When mixed with air,
of the Secretaryof the Treasury, tod of G
Gen.
The steamship Sardinia, of the All^h highest privilege, and must be received, Mr. to waist
Sherman. The
was an unusually
• /
j j
explodes with terrific force. The exConger appealed from th« decision....Mr. Potter
brilliantaffair. Oneh
r _ Tj-^^d thousand dollars’ line, was destroyed by fire in tbe harbor ot moved to lay the appeal on the table, and the mbperiments tried upon a small scale with
worthi
ef presentswere bestowed.
The Attorcey General decides that a
Londonderry, Ehg.j on thd 10th tobtL The tlAaitfta agreed to-reas, MS; uajb,
with the exception of Messrs. Fort, Mitchell Postmastercannot withhold from the flour-powder satisfactorily account for
A performer in a travelingvariety fire w& oansed by'to elpforion of generated Vote,
the Minneapolis explosion. The huge
anti Butler, who voted with the Democrats,and
combination attempted, at Rockport.Ind., the gas, from the effects of which several persons Buckner and Mills, whovoled with the Repnbiicans. mails letters suspected to contain ad- mill must have been filled with this imwere killed and many wounded, A number of A general debate ensued on the resolution. Among vertisements of lotteries,fpr the reason
Other evening; the feat of shooting an apple
steeragepaBHongers were cut off from help by other objections raised, -Gen. Garfield insist- that, under the Revised Statutes, except palpable dust, iyWcb, Jtakifigfire froiil
from the head of a woman. The aim miscarthe gas jets, or it may have been from
the flames, which bum out immediately after ed that tht> majority’ of tbe Hodke could
not authorize a committee*to ait during its recess, in case of letters on -which the postage
tied, and an 8-year-eld boy named Weigel, who
the electricitywhich ‘•is rapidly generthe explosion, and lost their lives.
because
wRea
the
House
adjournul,
it
carried
its
has not been prepaid, there is no poweif
was playing ontside the canvas,was shot in
ated and held by th« miti-stohes, exThere is a great depression in trade committeW frith it. and the cdatmiltiescould only conferred on a Postmaster to wit
the forehead, tod afniofet instantly killed.
be alloired to sit during a recess by the suspension
loded with the terrible results that
• BottdOAULT*sMnBational story, “After throughout England, and the cable reports of the rules of the HoUse. Bpeaker Randall ruled, letters from- the .mnlln. , He fnrthe
ave already been chronicled.
r&nk
With
on
the
point
of
allowing
the
Chairmen
of
the
substates, if the Postmaster General is satisDark,’’ depictinghigh tod low life in the great severalheavy failuresin London and other
committees to administer, oaths, that it, belonga
such possibilitiesof explosion existing
dries, Is the attraction at MoVicker’s Theater, cities. . .The negotiationsbetween the Vatican with the, committee itself, and not with me fied by the evidence that any person is
in every flonring-nrilL tl certainly beHouse. ’Mr. Totter called far 4 the prevfqus
Chicago. It;is presentedwithe powerful cast of and Russia have completelyfailed.'. .It is said question. The Republicanside of the Hcraso here- conducting. any « fraudulent , lottery hooves mill-ownersto be on their conthrough the mails, he may instruct1 the
characters, pew and characteristic scenery, and that In case of wsr the Russian Gen. Todlestant guard.
guard. The redufit fearful disssben intends making Adrianople his base of
is having 's big run.
Postmasterat any office at which: the
operationsand the final stand for the array
.
ter to tire confectionery establishment
registered
letters
arrive
directed
to
any
The movement of the Government ronth 6f the Balkans. It will be defended by
1 no— no quorum voting;(W toe qdfestkm
v New York, which arose fj»m an analoagainst the Cincinnatiwhisky ring has culmi- GOO gnus, and Gen. Todiebeo believes it to be over &s On finis bed buraeM, the Speaker ruling Uult such person to return the letters to the
16 gone cause, and the.catotoopbeiatMinit fpuld remain before the House qntp, disposed of. postoffioe at which they were mailed.
nated in the seizure of several distilleriesand iftgrC|gftsbte. , .f/
neapolis, are terrible warning*. to flourIntense excitement was produced in
Tuesday, Mat 1L— Senate.— Mr. Plumb,'
ing-millowners. So» long as these conA recent Washington telegram says
the city of Berlin, ttie other day, by an unsuc- from toe Committee on Military Affairs^ repotted
ditions exist ho mill is safe, and it ought
ample evidence of the crookedness of the par- cessful attempt to assassinatethe Umperor favorably theSsnate bill authoriclbgthe
Secretary the Philadelphia contrfictorsfor the
tii be their first duty to^a^rtftin from
ties who hsvb been proceededagainst. Gen. William. While he was ont driving * tinsmith of Wkr to have beod-etones Created o*er the grate* South American railroad are unsuccessWeitzel, Internal Revenue Collectorfor the named Hoedel, from Leipsig, fired two pistol of ioldierawho nerved to, the TfguUr or, volnnteen ful in endeavoringto seonrei colored scientificmen the precautions, that will
army of the United States,during Uie.war for the
Cincinnati district,hts been asked to resign.
shots into his carnage. Fortunately neither
Union, and Who have been buried In private ceme- laborersabout the capital, from the fear
danger to wl
Gen. James Shields, in an interview shot took effect. The would-be assassinand teries
Mn Christ hmey, from the Mzhe commit- of the colored men that they will be sold
an accomplioe, named Krueger,, were arrested.' tee, reportedfavorably on the ,$enate , bib to
with a Chicago reporter, pronounces the reinto slavery, the BrazilianMinister havSiNcS'the suicide’bf Sultan Ab’dul-As*A Berlin dispatch Bays the prisoner amend t U10 Revised Statutesin; regard to ing been called upon by the colored men/
ports about a Fenian invasion of 'Canada' senembezzlementby inwrnal-reven’ioofficers....
siz, in 1876, Turkey has had two Sulsational and without foundation. i'jTh^ late Hoedel still denies any intention to assassi- Consideration was resumed of the PostoffloeAppro- and statec^that, although slavery has not tans, five Ministers,forty Cabinet Minpriation bill, the pending' questionbeing on tbe
Severe frost caused serious injury t© the vine- nate the Emperor William, bat sufficientevibeen fully abolished in Brazil, it is in isters,pne constitution, one Parliament,
yards in many parts of the Northwest
dence has been accumulatedto prove con.process of abolition by gradual emanci- one war, lost three-tourths of ita'
Cincinnati'sgreat mwupal festival has clusively that the prisoner aimed directly at cmi-montbjyj Brasilian mall steamship; service, pation, which will mal^e the, country free
provinces, and, been forced into bankhis sovereign,. .Berlin bankers have, it is and to pay, $30 a qUle therefor,could not be reproved a great success. . .A Portland (Ore.)
in twenty-oneyears, . .rffhere is a law ia ruptcy^
1/
said, made Russia a, preliminaryadvance of ceived, aa It tfropoeed new legislation, and Wla not
germane to the .subject. After a brief disonssion Brazil prohibiting colored men from
dispatch says: “Firtt Lieui H. DeWitt Mocre! 60,000,000rubles.
the question waa submitted.
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electoralvote will probably be agreed
stray skiff floating down the .7 stream, ber Cain^ooloreo), Republican ; Chalmers,Dem8 W1 ft 9 00
A glimpse at contemporary nations upon by both committees. The House Labd.
.i.
and,
overhanling it, , found it ocrat,and* WiBinnk, Repnbhcan, enfftleff to their
«X;
to contain a female skeleton,which ae#ta. The report wae adopted. ..The House die- will show how much ocean commerce Committee wilL.' DOwlUorV' report an Hoas.. ....... .
QattlS.
onssed toe Tariff bill and the bill to regnlate Inter9 75 up
ft o
5 jo
29 proved to be that of the long-missinggirl.
would increaea production in the United amendment to the constitution,making
State
1
CINCINNATI.
The theory is that she was enticed from home
WHEAT-Bed .......................
1 M ft FIT
Thursday, May 9i—6inate.—After the Statefi, We produce only 46,000;<)(N) ton's a radical jehange in the whole system of Corn..,.
by a discardedlover, strangled, and placed to
........................ 43 ft 44
of coal, or abduionS ton and a fifth1 per electing the President and Vice Presithe skiff,which was then securely fastened to tranaactlon of fpstf routih* bnalneeeofan unim...................... ...... . 28 ft 31
...............
eo ft 62
the bank Pf a creek at a place where, the under- portant nature, the Senate went into secret session head, which is less than Germany; twhidh. dent, They will at the same time favor
8 90 @ 9 06
brush was so thick m to effectuallyhide it ; for toe oonaidentloinof toe bill for the payment ef p^uotftl&mOOQ tons. ,^B^gi ^prp- a statutory rate designating the method
v,
.................exft 7#
that there the boat remained until the ravages toe Mexican awards pf 1808, and certain alleged dnoes nearly three tons a head, or 15,*
of declaring the result of , the election,
TOLEDO.
of time made the ropes decay, andtims the fraudulent claims bofaneotedtherewith. The door*
000,000 in
Great Britain prodnoes this law to be enforced , pending tbe JYheat— No;'l White.. i..Mkii.v.». 1 27 ft 1 80
loosened host floated down the creek and Into were thrown open, the bid read •• third time
No. 2 Red ..... ........... 1 20 ft 1 22
end paeaed....TheBm>knn>t-Repeal
bill waa then three times as much coal 1 as ourselves, ratification of the. amendment by the
the Mississippi river.
Corn .............................. 42 ft 48
taken up, and a long dloadadon ensued touching
or 182,000,000town-more thaGtourtqns
OAW-No. 2 ............. l.iiti’.iX 27 ft 28
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date at which tbe repeal shall go Into operation.
.The Indian appropriation bilf waa passed.

Houik.— The Honsa passed a joint resolutionfor
party of Pennsylvania was held at Philadelphia
thp. enforcementof the Eight-Hour Uf fpr emNearly every county in the State plojrcs in all departmentsof the Government..,. -A
The Chairman, in bis id- bill was passed to restore certainlands to Iowa to
the condition of the party, settlement adder tha HoffiMti-adUw.h. fetor
from 6,000 votes in 1876, it has in- Cooper, who was la
to nearly 65,000 votes in 1877, and
ith its thorough organization there j he Tariff bin was taken up, and Mr. Keiiev,of
addre<aed the House in opposition to
reason that entire eucoens Pennsylvania,
tho bill. Mr*. Harris, of Georgia, followedin a
be achieved in the next speech advocating tho measure.
.

>

no

^

per head of population,[the poorest
nations in coal are Russia, Sweden and
Thirty-oneFeet of Snake.
Holland, If we exported as much coal
T. O. Carter and' Daniel Cleaves, of
as England 1it would UHke a difference of Antioch, while riding horseback in the
8250,000,000in our accounts.
Diable hills, nelr Round valley, saw a
*1 5f<
monster snake in a semi-dormant state a, Tee Supreme Coprt of Alabama haa few feet ahead. Cartes, who had a
decided that a physician may be called shot-gnn, emptied both barrels at the
on to give a medical opinion in a trial head of the serpent When assured
without a compensatingfee.
that life was extinct Cleaves measured

,u
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DETROIT.

8 M :ft 6 00
White,
1 28 - ft 1 29
No. 1 Amber..
1 25 ft 1 2«
Corn— No. 1 ....................... <a
Oats— Mixed .............
1,1.*;.... 28 ft
Barlrt (per oental) ................1 00 ft 1
Pork— Mesm.w.-.
....... .. 9 60 ft 9 7S1

Flour— Choioe Whitei.ii

!

Wheat— No..

1

I

® »
~
»

-TT
Cattli—

Best

EAST LIBERTY, FA. ,
.......... ... .i-v....» 00

.

ft 6

k

^

Common... ..............4 20 ft 4 80
Hoos ............................. 2
.............................
3
.

.....

45
25

ft 8 75
ft 4 75
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SABBATH HEADING.

sin.

It seems to me that our whole world
CAMERON-SHEBMAN.
brought up to a tension and strain
never known before. The whole life of Cleveland's Gorgeous Wedding -The Bride,
the Groom, the Toilets, end the Preshumanity seems intensified.Questions
ents.
of governmentand law and religion are
[Condensed f.om the Cleveland papers.]
all casting their immense weight into the
The 2?nde.— Miss Elizabeth Bancroft
scales at once, and no one seems to know
what the result is to be. Like the creak- Sherman, the bride, is the youngest of
ing and groaning of the ponderous the four daughters of Judge Charles T.
wheals and engines in a great ship in the Sherman, and the niece of Gen. W. T.
is

Be True to God.
Whatever the world may say or do,
Hq your life and soul to God be true;
Tor the world may laugh, or the world may chide,
Hat It cannot take you from Jesus’ aide,
•Or take your Savior away from yojl.
And what the world says, as the yipra. glide past,
away like the wintry blast. »
XrrrLKTOir,
Ja.vb M. Read.

Mass.

Will die

Life's

Burdens and

HoM%

A SERMON BY REV. DR. THOl^i op CHI-

CAGO.

<

’

“

month in the year that
should bring to man only gladness,that
month is May. The winter is past. The
streams, no longer bound in icy beds,
go laughing along their way. Theearth
If there be any

storm, humanity cries out in

all lands.

As wp look out upon this wide scene
of toil and care ana suffering, there is
one thing that must impress us deeply;
and that is the courage and endurance
of our race. One would think that mankind would grow weary of the burden
and seek to lay it down. One would
think that the race would become almost
discouraged at the simple struggle for
existence. One would think that the
great army of fathers and mothers, the
great army of laborers, and business
men, and statesmen,and moralists would
grow weary of the struggle for life and
bread and law and religion, and lie down
in despair. But such is not the case.
The daughters of to-day become the
wives and mothers of to-morrow. The
sons of to-day go out to plow the same
fields that their fathers tilled before they
came, or take their father’s places in
bank or office or commerce. Statesmen
and philosophers and divines turn over
the same old questions of thought that
puzzled Lyourgus and Plato and Paul
thousands of years ago, and the soldiers
of to-day march over the same fields
where fought the armies of Alexander
and Crosar. This is indeed a grand
quality in man that he will not give up
the struggle. Not one in ten thousand
seeks death by self-destruction; and of
the suicide it is always safe to say that
the foundations of reason have in some
way been unsettled. The struggle of
mau for life and thought and principle
covers our whole world with a mantle of

Sherman, and the Hqn. John Sherman,
Secretaryof the Treasury. She is remarkable for her personal charms and
beauty. Born in 1858, she is just now
verging upon the threshold of 20. All
the sisters are remarkable for their
graces of person and manners. The
eldest daughter is Mrs. Gen. Miles, and
is with that brave Indian fighter upon
the froDtier. Miss Sherman is a lady
who would be selected as one among a
thousand by a painter or poet. She is
of a delicate blonde complexion, with
blue eyes, tall, graceful figure, small

during their more plnstio years, repairmay be thus lost by severer
applicationafter tbe beginning of the
sixteenth year. It is observed that the
English adhere more closely to this
plan than other nations, and that consequently as a people they are comparatively free from the spectacle plague.

ing what

Big Rapids firemen get $1 each
fire

for

they attend.

The

postoffioe at Elsie has been designated as a money-order office.

There is a large immigrationinto
Cheboygan county this year.
A 3-year-old son of J. Deplan ta, of
Hastings, was drowned in a cistern re-

covered with green, and growing grass
budding leaf and blossomingtr6e
all tell of life and hope. Birds of beaucently.
ty and song come back to sing about our
The St. Johns JRepublioansays a
homes. All nature is joyous. And yet
worthy citizen of Muir is now living
not all. The tears of man fall in beauwith his ninth wife.
though well-shaped head, crowned with
tiful May as well as in bleak November.
Three inmates of Wexford county
a beautiful growth of brown hair. Her
And it seems even harder to weep in the
jail, at Sherman, made their escape refeatures are all regular, and the expresspring-time than in the autumn or win
cently.
ter ; for the
sion upon her whole face is peculiarly
Only 21 per cent, of Michigan’s fertile
refined and pleasing.
with sorrow,
not always
_____
_________
The Groom.— -Senator Don Cameron, acres were tilled in 1874, according to
the groom, is quite well known to the the census returns.
seem almost a mockery in the presence
public, but a personal description may
of grief or suffering.Twenty cars of bird's-eye maple were
not be out of place. He is the son of shipped from Gaylord, Otsego county,
It would be pleasantindeed could we
the Hon. Simou Cameron, and was born to Liverpool last week.
make this springtime the truthful reprein 1833. This would make him twentysentationof all life, and see in that pictJohn Anderson, an old and esteemed
five years the senior of the bride. Until
ure only forms of beauty and happiness.
citizen of Flint, dropped dead, a few
comparatively recently he was solely oc- days since, at his dinner table.
But we oaoDot > The years of man do
not keep pace with the seasons. It is
cupied with peat business and railroad
The Shiawassee Circuit Court has nina
enterprises in his own State. He was
now spring to our esrth, but it is already
divorce
suits on its calendar, three
appointedSecretary of War by Gen.
autumn and winter to many of the chilbrought
by
husbands, six by wives.
Grant, just after the disgraceful Beldren of earth. These spring days fall
The protest of the Michigan lumberknap disclosures, and his executiveabilnot alone on childhood,but upon old
ities were displayed to the best advant- men against the passage of Wood’s Tariff
age and feebleness os well The earth’s
age. Became to the office of United bill has attracted general attentionin
air is not all light with song and laughStates Senator to fill out his father’s Congress.
ter, but is heavy with sighs and tears.
term of office, which expires in 1879.
44 We that are in this tabernacle do
The red-ribbon men of Alpena are
In personalappearance Senator Cameron quarreling over the billiardtable in their
groan, being burdened.” The thought
is of middle height, has a fine head cov- reading-room, some saying it must be
of the text is that mankind while in the
ered with an abundant growth of dark thrown out, others not.
body, while in this world, are burdened
glory. In the face of hardship ard hair, wears a light mustache, and does
or oppressed, and, being oppressed,
The State Committee of the National
want
struggles on. In the not appear a day over 35 years of age.
they cry out for relief ; but they do not
face of disease and death he makes He is said to be naturallyof a retiring party has called the State Convention to
want this relief through underclothing,
the longest and best fight he can. disposition, but is ever courteous and meet at Powers’ Opera House, in Grand
or through divestment,or by being deIn the face of ignorance and sin he attractive in manners. He is said to be Rapids, at 11 o’clock, June 5.
prived of what they have— that is, being
presses on, planting the outposts of very warmly liked by those who know
A new postoffice named Oviatt has
annihilated—but rather of “being
been
established in Leelanaw county,
knowledge
wherever
he
goes,
and
lifts
him intimately, and, like his father,
clothed upon,” or investedwith someup the flag of liberty over hill and plain. never forgets a friend.
between
Almira and Kasson, and Levi
thing higher, “that mortality might be
B. Carr appointed Postmaster.
In the presence of cruelty and wrong he
2 he Totteto.— The bride was attired
swallowed up of life.” And the hope of
Ald. B. Pain, of Saginaw City, has
mankind is in the plan and purpose of lifts up the cross and points to the tears in a robe of rick, white silk, out with
God. “He hath wrought us for this of Jesus Christ; and over the grave he low waist and short sleeves. The train, filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.
places the emblem of immortality.Oh, which was long, fell plainly in elegant His secured liabilitiesare $50,000; unself-same purpose,” and “ He hath given
uuto us the earnest or pledge of the a grand struggle is this of our race. folds from her waist On the front and secured,$165,000; assets, $7,300.
Rough as is the way of life, hard as are sides the dress was finished at the botspirit
tjiat is, there is in man a spirit
The President has issued an executive
its trials aud heavy its burdens, our
tom with a box-pleatingof silk, and cov- order to discontinue the land office at
that is ever trying to struggle upward,
race has stood up bravely under all for ered with elegant point lace, Following
is ever longing for that which is above
Traverse City, and transfer its business
thousands
of years; and as one genera- the diagonal lines of the lace, a garland
aud this longing, this struggle to be
and archives to the office at Reed City.
tion has gone down another has taken
of white lilacs and orange blossoms fell
free, is the earnest, the pledge, or the
A man named Clark Lovelace, a fireway in which the divine spirit assures its place, but not one in all the long line gracefully across the front, while another man in a Manistee
caught in
has
been
willing
to
end
the
conflict,or extended around the bottom above the
man that there is something better bethe mill-shaftiug the other day, and one
yond, and thus cheers him on with the wanted to lie down in despair. At the pleating. Her hair was simply dressed, leg was completely torn from his body.
fcnd of thousands of years, years of toil and the coiffurewas outlined by the
hope of what is yet to be.
The Congregational ohnrcli at East
and suffering, years written all over with closely-drawn folds of a white tulle veil
Let us look at this double view of our
.
change
and
sickness
and
death,
man
is held in position by orange blossoms and Saginaw has been surprised by the preworld; the burdens and the hopes of
not discouraged.He is not willing to falling to the bottom of the train. Th sentation of a 3,000-pound bell from unmankind.
known but stronglysuspected donors.
M^fiy of these burdens seem to grow be unclothed oy divested. He wants to front, however, the veil was quite short
toil on. On the foundationsof the old to allow free movements of the hand
Rev. James Lewis, of Howell, is
out of, or to be closely related to, man’s
city or empire he seeks to build the new when necessary during the service.The among those the Secretaryof War has
bodily conditions. The sense of the
text seems to be that of
of oppression, or city, and to found the new civilization. bridesmaid* wore rimilA* /dresses of appointed visitors to West Point Miliburden, or hardship, or labor, in
imposed Out of the blackenedruins of the old white drgahdy, with ;the exception that tary Academy at the annual examination
Chicago uprises the new and fairer Chi- theif trains^ were not so long, nor their in June,
through the relations of matter to spirit.
spi
We need not dwell long upon these. cago of to-day. Before the dead are sleeves so short as the dress of the bride. The annual camp-meetingof tbe M.
They are all matters of common experi- buried, or the fires quenched, plans are The drapery and corsage which they E. church will commence at Bay View,
ence. ,W* are burdened witl*.ihe.eyery->,laid and work begun to rebuild the great wore was very differentin style frpm near Petoskey, July 30. Various railday labor Of life. We mayV Bear, Hus- mills of Minneapolis.A dozen men may those of the bride. ; The only color dis- roads in the State will carry passengers
burden lightly, making, as far as pOmi-' lose their lives from a broken rail or a oemable about the dresses of all were the for half-fare.
ble, a pleasure of a necessity— and it is treacherous bridge, and a hundred men beautiful bouquetj of pink and crimson
Blanche, the daughter of Abner
is

and

„ .

f

man

;

mill

_

„

M

,

this-^but still the load js
upoirpl, ind^ynuBt bear it; Wa Mhhbt
lay it down. Think how many things
we should like to do could we be free
from daily toil. We should like to roam
over the fields and prairie^ and gather
the wild flowers of. Mayj We should
like to travel, to read, to paint, to play,
to converse,but we are tied down to
work. Our bodies must bo fed, and
clothed, and boused; and to do this the
well

will take the very next train
to recover their bodies and to
repair the damage. Men are not dis-

which they held iff their hands. Many Davis, of Walton, took poison aud died
other ladies were very tastily and ele- the other night 111 health is alleged as
gantly dressed. The groom wore the the cause of the deed.
regulation black. The General of the
Miss Viola Rand, of Maple drove,
Army, and various subordinate officers >.put a cartridge on a hot stove to see
who were puqodsfc,vww dressed in full 'iriiat it would do. She found out, and
uniform, and presented a showy appear- has an extra hole in her face now, • < • -

heartened in the world of thought and
religion. Here, as in other things, they
display a tireless energy and an uddying courage. If the Ptolemaic system
of astronomy is found to be untrue, they
yyiTvrxVl
y
The Kalamazoo Gazette says: “It is
give it up for the Copernican. If one
The Presents. — The total value of the
system of philosophy will not solve the presents is estimated at $100,000. the intention of the County Agricultural
mystery of thought and being, another Among the more valuable were : Neck- Society to make the sheep-siiearing festival here a day of proQt and festivity
field and the shop and the store must comes to take its place. Socrates and lace and bracelets,worth $5,000, from
on
the 23d of May.”
the happy grobw ; ‘diktnond earrings
all be kept busy. The spirit often feels Plato succeed Thales and Pythagoras
Mathias
Jaspers, confined in the jail
Reid
and
Cousin
succeed
Bacon
and
and breastpin,from Gen. Sherman and
that this is a burden, and longs to be
Houghton for some trivial offense,
Locke, . The Reformation succeeded ^fffe ; a chebk for $3,000 from Secretary
Then there are the burdens that come Romanism, and a broader catholicity is Sherman ; a silyer tea-set, from Horn killed himself by strangulationthe other
from weakness and disease and old age. fulfillingthe promise of the seed sown Simon Cameron ; a gold horseshoe, set night. Early the evening before hk arMatter has weighty is inert, is deed, and by Luther. This is, indeed, a grand with diamonds, “from one of the Sena- rest he tried todTown nimflelf.
quality in man.
tor’s warm friends
silverware of conA convention of physicians was in
it requires power to vitalise it, to supNow, back of this sublime courage siderable value, fitom the Hon, Wa; ne session at Fremont, /Newaygo county,
port it in upright form and to carry it
about. We tire from physical exertion, and endurance of our race there must MoVeagh ; card-cases, silverware, silk last week, engaged in the organization
even under the most favorable condi- be some unfailing power, and beneath it table-cover of AnetfapaneSG texture, etc; I ©T a medical society, to become auxiliary
to the Grand River Valley Society.
tions. There are very lew so strong and and within it there must be some powerperfectly healthy as scarcely to be con- ful impulse or inspiration. That power
Thn PostmasterGeneral has estabscious of their bodies only from a sense is God. That inspiration is hope.
lished a postoffice at Parmalee station
Man does not fall because God does not Shall We Become a Nation of Specta- on the Grand River Valley road, in Barry
fall Man does not sink down in desity, to be known as Parmalee, and
to keep their bodies well; and with all pair because hope ever pointa the way
appoii
appointed
Erastus K. Parmalee
*ii
our effort how much sickness and pain, to something better beyond. And hope
Post!
'ostm aster.
tant, if we may credit the theory
And these ihorease the burdens of life. ever points that way because it is in the
many oculiststhat near-sightednessis
RepresentativeA, W. Fare, of ManAdd to these the many forms of disease secrets of God ; because it sees ever behereditary,when babies will be born istee, has just purchased a 7-year-old
that afflict mankind, the lopg list of ac- yond where reason can go ; sees through
with spectacles astride their infiooent full- blood Norman stallion, weight
the ,4arkpet sight
the morning
the
cidents, and losses of life and
-*«**•
mv*wug of
ui uit>
noses, only to' be cast aside in 'the de- 1,910 pounds, paying therefor 82,500.
on the laud and the sea, and add to, these new day. And it sees tide, again, J beIT
dine ’of fife, when our grand-parenU This stallion was imported from France
lli e burdens of years, and the
*’*'
*'1 --*’
nature
were wont to begin wearingthem; Some last year.
and failing of sms&th' mid vision that
The Lake Superior chief who signed
Mflv
It
ftlwuvR
^Un6
interestingfacts oopceraingthe oanse
come with oid^e. and it is nof strange
“d
prevalence
lately the treaty between the Government and
sees the flowers and the fruit even begiven m a paper read by Dej Edward G. the Chippewa Indians— Geq. Cass repfore the buds haye opened.
sense Of oppression.
Loring before the County Medical So- resentingtbe United States— in 181$,, is
Not only do we find Ihese burdens
ciety of New' Toft. ' Of 2,000 pupils named Cas-ka-ke-shik,and he still lives,
resting upon individAls,
' g II , About “ Dying of Overwork.”
carefully examined in the New York four miles east of Marquette.
1 But is overwork always the 0ole cause schools, 13 per cent wdre found, at 6
During the village caucus at
of the deplorable result ? Human capa- and 7 years of age, to have defective Clemens, the other evening, in the eiilife. And not only do they rest upon
city fot work is almost unlimited, and vision, while the proportion at 20 and 21 gine-house, the floor gave away, precipbodily want, but upon the heart’s life
one of the simplest and best definitions years had increased to nearly ,40 per itating 250 men fifteen feet to ..the floor
and affections, and the whplerjealm of
Of health is “heiflg ab)e to floa^bOd cent. The Germans are particularly below. None were seriously injured,
mind and spirit as . they reach out lor
day’s work _eaBy.” Other questions noted as a nation of spectacle-wearers, but many were badly braised!.
tiuth and goodness. One living by himand no less than
cent of the Gerthen arise, W*8 thd victim obedient to ----- 62 per
-------------self and within himself may know only
Tub Clinton County Republican says :
the iflefQrahlaIftwq health 9 n;,i man children who pass tlirough the
am —
_
a n m /wv! a Viaota +
aL a J
•ublic schools have their eyes affected “ The growing wheat in some portions,
of this county, notablv in Bengal, has
pby the process. In America Dr. Loring
lately put on a yellow hue, and farmers
eveir two days? Did they eat and thinks the percentage of myopic variatread of the world’s muscle, let him feel
are apprehensive that some malignant
drink health and vigor, or dyspepsia tion up to the time of puberty is greater
form
of animated nature is working at
even
than
in
Germany.
And
this
alarmand debility and paralysis?Did tLy
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know some- preserve the equilibrium and vigor of
Royal O. BsMicKjor twenty-fouryears
the physical system by taking regular
thing of the universalstraggle, and see
and energetic exercise, filling their system. Tbe eyes are particularly a’Tesident of this State, and one or the
how it is that “the whole creation
lungs with the oxygen of pure air ? Did susceptible to injuir in the period of largest operators in pine lands and lumgroaneth and travaileth together in pain
they heed Sir Phuip Sidney’s four wise rapid development between the tenth ber, as well as a man very prominent in
until now.” ,Qh what a world of struggle
and fifteenth years, when children are social and business circles,died quite
rales for lengthening life—
and burden are we called ip look upon!
GrAHemp’noce,Open Hr, a * *
first undergoing the stress of earnest suddenly at his comp on Fine river a few
Mothers with the cart of home and
- * * Eiey labor, littlecaw
study at school Later on, if myopia days ago, aged 66 years,.
children. Fathers with the burden and —New York Express.
has not already set in, the eyes become The
___________
___ met
______
_
Sheriffs of the State
at Lan
anxiety of business. Statesmen with the
morp l)Ardgnfd,.aoto. speak, and oapa- sing last week and perfected an organ
tangled affairs of the nation. PbilosoTwenty-seven vessels, aggregating a ble of severer use. To overcome this, Station for their mutual assistanceand
phers With thk problems bf thought. tonnage of 27,850, were launched on the national tendency to near--*-1*4-*—1-' li7,r
—
Philanthropistswith the snffering of hu- Clyde in March, against twenty, with
manity. The church with darkness and 15,450 tonnage, last year.
shall have the burden of study lightened
humanity, and he

will then

1

at Jackson.

Louis Burlaybtth, submarine diver,
undertook and succeeded in doing a
very difficultjob at the Sarnia water-

works. He sawed off

thirty-five piles
fifteenfeet below the surface which were

driven around the inlet pipe to protect
it from
eavy bodies of ice. w

Mr. Walter H. Lovejoy, of Flint,
died lost week after a few days’ illness,
terminating in congestion of the brain,
aged 56. He was one of Flint’s oldest
citizens and a merchant for several years,
until his health failed from disease contracted in the Mexican war, he being one
of the few surviving veteranshere.

room of the hotel His father hung
himself in February, and the boy used
the same pieoe cl

The

rope.

officialcall for

'

the Republican

State Convention is just published. It
designates the Detroit Opera House as

and 11 a. m. of June 13 as
the time. Each county is given one
delegate for each 500 votes oast for Governor in 1876, and for each fraction of
over 300. Every organized county is
the place,

given at least one delegate, however.

The General Association of the Congregational Churches of the State of
Michigan will hold their tljurty-seventh
annual meeting With the church in East
Saginaw Tueeday, May 21, and continue
until Friday evening. The Michigan
branch of the Woman’s I Board of Missions of the Interior will hold its fifth
annual meeting in East Saginaw Wednes

May

day,

22.

The life-saving service of the United
States is in a fair way to bo reorganized
as an

independent institution.For

some

time the qnestion of transferringit to
the Navy Department lias been agitated,
but this agitationhas been practically
ended by the action of the House Committee on Commerce. This committee
has favorably reported to the House a
bill which establishes an additional

ber of

num-

Raving stations along the Atlantic coast and on the lakes. Lake stations will be located as follows: Two
complete life-saving stations on the
coast of Lake Michigan— one at Sleeping Bear point and one at Bailey's harbor; and four lifeboat statioos—one at
Manistee,one at Lndington, one at Muskegon and one at Kenosha ; one lifeboat
station on Lake Superior, at the mouth
of Portage lake ; two complete life-saving stations on Lake Huron— 4fle at
Port Austin and one on Middle islandaud a lifeboat station at Sand Beach
harbor of refuge. Ths i»y of the keepers of life-saving and lifeboat stations is
fixed at $400 a year, and they are given
the authorityof Inspectorsof Customs.
There is to be a General Superintendent,
with a salary of $4,000 a year. Volunteer crews at life-saving and- lifeboat
stations are to be paid $8 a day for actual
service at the time of a disaster, and are
requiredto drill two days in each month,,
with pay of $3 for each day of drill
life-

Iron Trade.

The future of

the iron interest in., the ,
great industrialnations is very cloudy.
all civilized states have built as
railroad as they could borrow
money to do, and have substitutedsteel
rails for iron, so that there is not the
constant call to replenish the tracks. *
The decline of iron-making has affected
the coal interest.In England the miners
only make $1.25 a wed, or 21 cents a
day, counting the idle days. The poorhonses are besieged there, and thousands
would come to America if they could pay
passage. Jfhe richest mining districtin
Wales gives only two days’ work a week,
and there is an average 16ss of 15 cents
on every ton of coal they sell, trhile the
railroads are blocked up with coal trains
which cannot sell their contents. In/the
county of York, celebrated for its iron,
$40,000,000 are invested in iron-works,
whose shares used to be aboVe par Jhey
are now do\rn to 60 or 70. finglisn steel
has come down in five years to one-third

Nearly

’

much

of

its

old value. The Germans, who

labor cheap, take the English and Scotch
raw metal and make the difference by

manufacturingit The English ironworks derived much business from iron
ship-building, particularly after the
Suez canal was opened, ‘but there are
few more iron ships tobhild. Meantime Australia has gone into the iron
business on a great seals, and will ultimately supply India, China and the surrounding countrieswith the iron which
has heretofore come from England.
Gath's letter to Cincinnati Enquirer.

'
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but
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be held
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MICHIGAN ITEM*.
every

next meeting will
Nov. 20.
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Curious Intentions.

Some of the monasteriesof Italy and
France will send carious inventions to
the Paris Exhibition.
Florentine
friar has constructed a watch only a
quarter of an inch in diameter. Ithttnot
only a third hand to mark the second,
but a microscopic dial which indicates
the days of the week and month and the
proper dates.1 It also containsan alarm,
and on its front ooVer an ingeniously-cut
figure of St Francis of Assisi, i On the
back cover two verses of the4' Te Deum”
art distinctly out.
monastery in
Brittany, France, will contributea plainlooking mahogany table, with an inlaid
draughts or chess board on the surface.
The inventor sets the pieces for a game
of chess, and sits alone at one side Of
the board. He plays cautionaly,and
the opposite pieces move automatically
and sometimes checkmate him. There
is no mechanism apparent beneath the
table top, which seems to be a solid ma-

A

,

X

hogany

board. H
-!

_

North Carolina
glary among the
a young man
just been sentenced to be
crime.

of

—

Mrs. Hayes casually gave her views on

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
May

Saturday,

the wine question

during

last

A

week’s visit

at

A

trip to

she remarked, “to suppose that I desire to

THfi SOUTH.

and

of the

frost

last,

who

of the night previous,
to that time the

no

but I have

thought of shunning those

think and act differently.It is a

so

dictatorial.

I want

to

people to enjoy

themselves in the manner that is most
had only damaged some places,
pleasing to them.” Upon learning of this
principally grapes and garden stufts, the
temperate speech of the president’s senpeaches and apples and grains generally
sible wife, the Mrs R B. Hayes temperescaping. The new boat, B. T. Rogers,
which is intended to run between Hol- ance society at Washinirlon, which has
land and Saugatuckhas gone to Fcrrys- repeatedly taken pains to advertise itself a
collection of asses, capped the climax by
!>urg to receive her machinery, and it is
expectedthat she w ill commence to run in discardingher name on lu account, and
pronouncedher “as complete a fraud as
about throe weeks. We are under great
her
husband.” The Hayeses, husband
obligations to Judge Newnhnm for showand
wife alike, are uncommonly lucky in
ing us around to the different points of intheir opponents.

among whom we mention the
handsome place filled up by Mr. Chas.
Miller, and others. We were also iutro-

A phojkct

-

which

between

tobacco,

the

Or-

would bo only
Government nor

estimated

Mess us. Luce

ifc

4,5-ly

Perkins, our Marble

wc

is

tal stone for buildings, and by oa.iiugon

$5,000,001).—

them you cun see Hieir designs and ascer-

at

his in-

The

cannot expect, but

present grain crop of Soulhwest

P-

what he will do well with his “pet.” Georgia; is reporied not only us being
Among the different news items of our very large, but as giving promise of an

,

April 18, 1878.

Nies

doing

is

good business in hard-

a

^

A.

STEKETEE.

^dmtisrmcnts.

Sheriff's Sale.

J. Wilson, is renovating the Saugatuck
Hous^ the Odd Fellows are building a new
block, that there were concerts for

vari-

ous purposes in the different churches,
among which we can mention that the
recent concert of Rev. E. Nies, was a per-

of the word,
and as a cunosity, that while strolling
along the road from Saugatuck past Judge
Newham’s residence, we observed every
telegraph pole had been struck by lightning and more or less damaged during the
last thunder storm. We learned and saw
fect success in every sense

one day, and by the kindnessof

all this in

Mr. James Huntley and his spirited horse,
got home early, after all.

The

De IkBandtr

editor of

devotes

about two thirds of % column to try and

crates of vegetables are

all

all

is

that

his insinnations are based on an error,

that is— that

w had

anything to

do

with

the getting up of the petition in question.

We had nothing to do with that, and our
friends were at work on that for 48 hours
before we found

out

it

know

this,

is

your

apply

in this

what can yon brag on?

_

_

_

w

.A IsT

F.

HORSE GELDER

Mich.,

^

less

than

be nice, sweet and

spongy. Try

MARY

lot

T

IE ID

&

of Carpets at from 20

lur

£

K

GROH,

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

fair dealing.

J. V.

have Americans move
out-vote them, run the town, and

money

HOLLAND

&

ILMi

MS

CHICAGO
BIM)

TRIP

U

Oil,

seeing

what

is being

lady should get

a Dress Lift for

at

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

done by

I

v

hereby inform the citizensof Holland,

E. F.

Holland, May

16,

BUTTON, Brewer.

1878.

14-4w.

say, that winter wheat is not hurt by frost

Tof.

am

rumor having been

Money! Money!!
Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

FURNITURE
WWth

I

have purchased tower than ever and

wilTTellcheaperthan ever before.

vicinity,and carefully reading and group-

ing the different reports, we can safely

At 7 o clock p. m. to arrive at Holland, next
morning at fl a. m (except Saturdayevening, when
the boat will delay her departure till the close of
public arausementi.)

near the corner of Ninth and Maple streets.

person about

the conditionof fruit in our immediate

Tuesday, Thursday and
SATURDAT EVENINGS,

For freight and ptssage, and furtherparti

nial Snits.”
in

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

, and fartherparticulars
and surroundingcountry that I will hence- apply to K. J. Harrington.
Holland, MDh
and
Lawler
A
Dock.
Phirmm
Lawler*
Asher’s
Dock,
Chicago
forth do a retail business at my brewery,
14-tf

Beer can be had by the glass or barrel,
and
I am also prepared to sell it bottled
Now if yon will devote a column in anand deliver it to private parties throughswering this question we will read it with
out the city. Gome and try my “Centenpleasure.

spread that I

Come

wet on low fltting, and putting down drive wells, I Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
lands; that apples are not hurt yet by wish to say to my patrons that I DO and
frost; peaches slightly,but the promise so WILL remain in the business,and am Wall Paper at Wholesale and
hut considerablydamaged by

but the frost seem to have struck it in fore. Parties will do well to come and
streaks, and consequently, we estimate the see me before purchasing elsewhere.

promise at

half a crop; plumbs, cherries, 13—

4w.

J.

VAN LANDEGEND.

pears, etc., are but slightly hurt. Of the

and orchard of

The

grapery from

I

I

•

NEW

.

.

I

Dry Goods,
Hats & Gaps,
Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour
Feed.

Etc.

Come

will

on point hold himself in readiness to answer any
Superior, the grapery of Hope College and all calls, day or night.
was nipped pretty hard. Altogether,the
Try Johnston'sSarsaparilla the best in
outlook still is, that we will have a large
about two miles nearer

the city,

mark&

tf
crop. This view concurs very nearly with the
what we bear from Saugatuck; but around
A fine lot of live Geese Feathersat botGrand Haven, and Spring Lake, the frost,
tom prices, always on band at
deems to have been more severe. From
P. <& A. STEKETEE.
the interior,so far as Blendon, we hear
--that in some places it did no damage, and
Mr. E. J. Harrington, tjic Cheap Cash
in others considerable frost. Thus we Store man wishes to inform (lie Ladies of
think it fair to presume that this region this city and vicinity that he will keep on
will have abundant fruit, if it will not hand a full supply of sewing machine

-

freeze up any more.

Retail.

Bedroom

Sett*

and Parlor

Sett*.

day of Jomo, A. D. 1878, *t two o’clock In
the afternoon,to pav the snm ilutf on said mortDated,

Grand

H av

e

t,

1

'

______

______________________

SONS.

27, 1878.

New

At the

Morten*.

Hardware Store

Lime, Lath, Shinglen, Cord-

J.Vanderveen,
Will be fonnd a large aMartment of new goods
at

Cheap Cash Store of
‘

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

Dissolution Notice.
e? el 0 Im

re exl

^t in

V

^be * b

^

^

NEW

PRICKS,

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,
Hay and Manure Forks.

Com

Planters, Rakes, Hoes,
Also a complete stock of

co'l,J|rtn®r8l^|)

General Hardware,

“n,dc; »ko Arm name of KanUra * WlersJma It
thin day dissolved .>y mutual consent. All accounts
with said late firm must be settled with C. Wlerse- Together with a Urge assortment of
ma w ho will continue the same business.
STOVES of the best nianuUrturers.
L. T. KANTKR8,
ATOTICE Is hereby given that the co-partnership
'—-O'
0. WIKR8EMA.
1 isteiyexisti tig between Jocob Van Putten
Holland. April 24lh.
12and Leonart Van Putten under the firm name of
P"»ten A Son. In the banking business, was
his day dissoived by mutual consent. And that
the banking business will hereafter be carried on
tn the name of Jacob Van Patten.
Dated, Holland, Mich.. May 8th, 1878.
Wc respectfullysolicit a share of yonr patronage.
J. Van PUTTKN.
The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
Old metals taken lu exchange.
L.
PUTTEN.
and residents of Hollandaud vicinity that being at
, present located mi
at Muskegon, uuuar
he has made
u»uu arrange*
arrange-

Dissolution Notice.

.

_

_

COOK

„

.

„ 1878.

BOOKBINDING!

VAN

”

.*

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to

1

GIVE US A CALL.
J.

needles for all machines.

.

show goods.

March twenty-ninth, 1878.

GEORGE VV. WOODWARD.
R. W. Dcnonn, Attorney.

N. B. Call and sees most beautifhlvarietyof
Caap Chairs, ornaments,picture frames brackets,
etSi’etC’
8. RElDSKMA.
N ^
Holland, May 15., 1878.

.

Holland. April

gage with interest
al and
and'costa including said attorney

Coffins and Caskets always wood, and Stovewood, Akron
on hand.
cement, always on hand at the

«

no

for

PRICES ARE LOW.

A.

Mvskfqon, Sept. S

ilrifinriftfliir

and

trouble

A

he

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

ROOST l SON,

the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberalshare
It for the future.

harbor, escaped all frost, so far, while M. L. 8. R. It. crossing, where

FIRM!!

Ninth and

1o 11 a. m. and 8 to 4 p. m., or at •t
his
residence
on Eighth street, ne*ar C.
Mr. A. Bosma. near the
10

•

-

wit: all that certain piece or parcel of land situate
n the County of Ottawa and Hiate of Michigan,
Corner
Hirer Street,
known and describedas fo.lows:to-wit: comBut
we
will soon move to our own store on River
mencing at an Iron post In the Grand Rapids and
Street, now being built. We have just reMuskegon State Road four chains and fifty four
ceived a large new stock of
and one-half (54)tf) links north-westerly trom a
grind stone In the first angle of the said state road
west of the east line of section thlrty-fnr and running from thence south, thirty minutes west, ono
Ahain and slxiy-one links; thence north, eightyitlne degreesand thirty minutes west, two chains;
thence north, thirty minutes east, three chains
twenty-nineand one-half links to an iron post;
thence south forty-nine degrees and forty-five minutes east, two chains and sixty-pne links along the
<fc
said state road to the place of beginning; Also
that piece or parcel of laud situate in the Conntv
Etc.,
of Ottawa. Stateof Michigan,known and described
as follow*: commencing «t a point in the Muskegon State Road, said point being the north-west
corner of a lot owned by the said Elizabeth Chap
see
yourself,
pell and running from thence south, along the
west line of the said Elizabeth Chappell,to the
to
south-westcorner of said lot; thence west to the
naif quarter line: thence north on said half quar-o— V
ter Hue to the centre of said State road; thence
south-CHiterlr along the centre of said state road
to the plane of beginning, and being a fractional
part of the aonth east quarter of aectiow number
thirty-four,town eight north of range thirteen
west; all containing about one acre and a half of
A prenipt delirery free of charge, can
laud more or lest, together with the hereditaments be relied upen.
ard appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or in any
wise appertaining;at the front door of the Court
House of said Ottawa Connty,in the City of Grand
G.
&
Haven In said connty,on the twratf-ftrarth

Dn. F. 8. Ledeboer has made arrangegarden stuff the potatoes suffered the
Fair dealing can be relied on.
mort, but will recover again in time. ments to keep his office at the Drug Store
Strawberriesare hurt only in streaks,some ot J. O. Doesburg, where ite can be found
While I thank the public for thotr patronageof
localitiesescapingentirely.

..

VAN PUTTEN

not going to do any more gas and pipe

abundant thrt half of that will give us an now preparedto furnish everythingin this
enormous crop; grapes are hurt the most, line at much lower figures than ever be-

Of

1878.

---

1

I • it

Monday, Wednesday and

,

the authorities with their hard earnings?

After careful inquiry

Will leave Harrington’s
Dock every

At 7 o'clock,p. m.. to arrive in Chicagonaxt mornirig ate a. m. aud will leave Lawler A Ahhcr’s
Dock, at Chicago, every

8PIJKER

NOTICE,

Dutch

paper which they could not read, or debar

•

f

lands like it to

them from

having been made In the conditions The best accommodation for the travelling pub1J of a certain mortgage executedbV Peter H. lic can always be found, night or day, at th«*
Chappell and Elizabeth Chappell to George W.
Woodward, bearing date the siath dsy of Apt 11. K. above Hotel. The best imported liquors and
D. 1872, and recorded in the office of the Register cigars always on hand.
of Deeds for Ottawa Connty, State of Michigan,
WM. H. KIRKLAND.'
on he fifteenth day of June, A. D. 1872, at half
Grand Havrn, April 10,
0-tf
past --seven o’clock
of luuiiKSge*
mortgages
------ •P. M., in Liber T» vi
on page 608, through non-payment of a part of the
-----u,
Jney secured
to be r_._
paid by ----said ----mortgage, by
V. A l. « i.
-- ----- A.
it
J
reason of which the power to sell in said mortgage has become operative, on which mortgage
there Is claimed to be dne at the date hereof the
sum of two hundred and forty-six dollars and four
cents, aud also an attorney fee of twenty-five
dollars
illars provided for in said mortgage,and no suit
TV rr L a
r» r* 5vaa <•*«
s..
J _ * c_... a' proceeding having been institutedat law to re
cover
»rcr the debt now remaining secured by said G.
mort
ortgage or any part thereof; Notice!"therefore
hercl
. given, that by virtue of a power of sale
-eby
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened iu
contain
B_m _____
c
talned____________
in said mortgage
to status
tit/*h
U Mtal/tnA .4 » h ^andJ pursuant
. J .
(t
the store formerlyoccupiedby
In such case made ana provided, the ssld mortgage will be foreclo.-edby a sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises therein described, toJ.
l

WEEKLY TRIPS between

to 75

cents per yard just received at

Grand Haven, Michigan.

Mortgage Sale.
TAEFAULT

one

lent to forcing them to subscribe to a

JTGTO

CO.,

CAPTAIN SNYDER,
Will make TRI-

A nice

Cheap Cash

1878.

S T £ A.

it.

ar-

language in an English paper? Equiva-

Rubbers, Slippers

1878.

ing the directions and using

Evert

print their legal proceedingsin the

Is

Railroad Hotel,

of other brands, your biscuits will always

more question and we will drop your case. 25 cents
How would a community in the Netherin,

BOOTS & SHOES.

\EFAULT

1

HUMMEL

we

coun- will guarantee them

Now,

—

i„v

ha

14-2w

try; but, even if you did want to brag a
little,

AND

LOST! LOST!

tomers that

tell you that that don’t

PEAK,
—

^7^

1878.

Perhaps yon did

but now where

I.

W

pditional fetal.

I would respectfullyinform my cusI have moved my place of
ticle. But while you are harping on petibusiness
from
the Michigan House to the
tions, allow us to remind you that we
doa’t hob nob around the city officials and building next to Mr. Kruisenga’sstore, on
use them for asslstauteditors, as you hate Eighth street. I am now better prepared
done, for some time past; and as to your than ever to accommodate the public with
reflectionabout self-praise, we will simply all kinds of liquors, beer and cigars, and
not

4&-lv

VETERINARY SURGEON.

I

isssss

hard and is always uniform in strength.
vindicate his position in regard to his ex1878.
It is made from the best English stock, is
pression of the previous week. The
perfectly pure and >4 stronger than any
whole articleis so dry and poor in sugother saleratus in the market. By followgestion, that it is scarcely worthy of an
answer, and the worst error of

!

overywhore.

an execution,issued out of and
nnder the seal of the Circuit Court for rhe
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,in
chancery,to me directed and delivered, against the
goods, chattels, lands and tenements of Ellis
Thompson the complainant,and in favor of Snsun
J hompson the defendant therein named, I did, on
the Hth day of March 1878, levy on all the right,
title aud Interestof the said Ellis Thompson In and
to tho followingde-cribed lands sltnaied 'n said
County of Ottawa, viz: the south-east quarter of
north-westquarter aud east half of north-west
quarter of south-westqnarterof
section twenty-four
in town eight north range filteen west. Motice U
ZEELAND, MICHIGAN.
herehy given that I shall expose said lands lor sale
at public vendue to the highest bidder to satisfy
the amount due on said execution, including cost’s
Refon with permlsalonto J. Flioman, Holland.
and collection fees. »t the front door of the Court
II- opiia,
Bprik. uujiaiiu,
Holjand, T.
j.r.vans,
Evans, iionann,
Holland. h.
K. Piles,
Nies.
House in the City of Grand Haven, in said County,
Zeeland. Wm. Pycok. Zeeland, H. Van Eyk. Hoi
on tho eighteenthday of May, 1878, i»
land, J. Terbcek,Holland.
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dated, Uiund Uavin, March 37th. 1878
Particular attentionwill he paid to castrating
JOOH VKKPLANKK.
Stuiiff of Ottawa County, Michigan. and treatinghorses,and orders can be left at Mr.
C. Blom, hr. Zeeland, Mich., oral Wm. Van Putten.
Anoel A Soule. Ikfendanl't Solicitors. 7-fw
Holland.
7.2m

Mortgage Saleor Stolen

The Gray Medicine Co.,
No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
tfVSold in Hollandbv Heber Walsh and by all

has been made in the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Orville O. Sparks
and Mary Sparks to John Spoon, dated June 35,
being shipped from Bronson, Florida, to
1875. and recorded in the Ueglster'eoffice of Ottawa
the Northern markets.
County,Michigan, September <0, 1875. in Liber V.
of mortgageson page RW. upon which mortgage
A complete stock of Boots and Shoes
hp im^.n kITh.1,t‘ i!)t"er- Anv one returning there is claimed to be ducat this date, thirteen
signed16
bK >era 'y rcwar(1«‘lby the nuder- hundred and eighty-onedollars and thirty nine for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
cents, besides an attorney fee of nfty dollars provided for tu said mortgage In case of foreclosure
Holland, May 17,
^
thereof.No sutt or proceeding at iaw has been
instituted to recover the debt secured by said
Wk want immediately some more men
mortgage or any part thereof. Bv such default the
power of sale contained In said mortgage has be- Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
and teituia to haul logs; also men to make
come operative;Therefore, Notice is hereby given,
that said mortgage will he foreclosed by the sale of at the
logs, also from three to four thousand railthe land therein described or so mucli thereof as
road ties. Inquire of
® ”ny teal of gold. The may be necessary to satisfy tho amonnt due therefhls offfee ^ *Uitab,/ ,ownrd«l by returning it at on, Includingsaid attorney fee and the costs ol
Store of
Pfanstieiil & Griswold.
__
4-4Jw
foreclosure and sale, at public vendne to the highest bidder at the front door ol the Conrt House in
the City of Grand Haven In said County of
A fine lot of Summer Shawls just reE. J. II A (R(RI
fT.
.
Ottawa on the 24th day of June,
ceived at
at the New Tannery of
1878, a' ten o'clock In the forenoon; said
E. J. HARRINGTON.
premisesare described in said mortgage as
Detroit and Milwaukee
the north-east quarter of north-westquarter of
For 18 years we have manufactured Salsection twenty-nine,In town eight north, range
fifteen west, in said County of Ottawa and State
A large quantity of fresh Eggs and also a quantity of Michigan.
eratus with great success. For the past
of dog manure,
Dated, March 25th, 1878.
two years
have been manufacturF. HUMMEL A CO.,
JOHN SPOON, Mortgagee.
ing by a new process; It never becomes Holland. May 15,
Wm. H. Kirkland, Proprietori4tf
Wm. N. Anobx. AU'y for Mortgagee. 7-13w

Hundreds of

ware, that the popular hotel keeper, Mr.

Strayed

EDWIN BAXTER,

Druggists

neighboringtown we can mention that Mr. abundant yield.
J.

TRADE MARK.

PROFESSIONAL

Cutters, have just received a large stock of

fit

broken in and established a line by
domitable pluck,

especially rec

If

Less

virtue of

he has
Neither
State aid is tain prices.
up such
asked, the advocatesof the canaK solely
a handsome boat (we almost envy the
We have a large stock of Kingsford’s
ask Congress to grant them the right to
Saugatuck people), and since he has use the tidal waters of BaratariaBay.
Starch which we will sell lower than ever
serves great praise for the pains

taken and expense incurredto

MARK.

/U\

Marburg
North LaroU/ia,’at the same

gomls, mid in this connection we would
Orleans to the Gulf of Mexico say to nil those building or who contemroute would be only fifty eight plate to build, that they al*) cut ornamen-

miles. The cost of digging the canal it

receive an overhauling. Capt. Brittain de-

Specific Medicine
unfailing care for

they can buy

New

by this

j/

ommendod as an

Circuit Court Comtnhfionerin and for Ottawa
County, Michigan.
Wm. N. Anoel, Comi^ainant'e Solicitor.9-?w

will men smoke com-

when

price?”
Bros. 'Seal of

the sea that penetrates far into the land on

prop. Heath, will be laid up for a while to

TRAM

Caroline Reynolds and
Napoleon B. Fox.

^

DOESBURG.

the south coast of Louisiana.The distance

from

ad

-

Qukhy: “Why

Orleans

New

GRAY’S

u.
nenryKey
Henry
Reynold",

laied,

mon

New

on fool at

STEKETEE.

A.

J. 0.

and Bnrataria Bay— an estuary of

leans

propeller,Brittain,which he contemplates

Q

The Great English linn

Circuit Court for

the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Henry Soper,
Complainant.

f

— Exchange.

for digging a ship canal

duced to Captain R C. Brittain, who
owns several boats, but was just putting
the finishing touches on his beautiful new
to start immediately, after

is

&

P.

OP MICHIGAN:The

cer"
-----

be

frost

terest,

CTATK

Seminal Weakness, SpermatorDefendant".
rhea, Impotency
fifty cents, at the Cheap Cash Store of
Ic pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
and ail diseases
E. J. HARRINGTON.
that follow as a
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, In Chan- .....
• cause,
— — - on
— -*the
y, made *in **-the above
entitled
sequence on Self.
D. juiu.
1878. 4VWCC*
MiC4 an
in ftr/C'/y
hereby
Abuse: aa
, —
A handsome lot of Shawls, and beauti- fifth day of April, r*A.. is.
Before
Ti
firfwn,that on the Twenty-eighth day of
lof memory, Uni- After Taking,
ful Pecales at 10c per yard, at
May, A. D. 1878, at ten o'clock in the yersal Lassitude.Pnln in the Back, Dimness «r
forenoon,at the front door of the Court House, \ Isloth, premature Old Age, and insny other disP. & A. STEKETEE.
«#«—
in the City of Grand Haven, In said County, I, thr
eases that lead to Insanity. Censnmptlon and n
A fresh supply of Canned Goods— a fine subscriber, a Clrcnit Court Commissioner,in and Prematdre Grave, all of which as anile are tlrr-t
cans
for said County, will sell, at public auction, to
ied l>v deviatingfrom the path of nature and
Japan Tea at 40c, and as good a Tea Dust tlie highestbidder, the lands and premises de- over Htdulgouce.The Specific Medicine Isthercscribed in said decree, to-wlt: the south-east fullof a lllo study and many years of experience
as the market affords,very cheap, at
quarter of the sonth-eaal quarter of section twenty- in U-oatlug these special diseases.
mil)
in tniaiat *.t«*i.*
ono (j!1)\ In
town eight (8) ‘north of range fourteen_
EpH particulars in our pamphlets, which we
P. & A. STEKETEE.
OH weet, In said Counu
County of Ottawa and State of daltre to send free by mall to every one.
Michigan, together with the hereditamentsand • jThe Specific Medicineis sold by all Drugghts ai
While Lead, Paints, Oils, Varnishes, appurtenancesthereuntobelongingor in any wise $1 per package,or six packagesfor $*>. or will he
niMfrf alnlnrv
appertaining.
lent by moll on ncclpt of the money by addiessBrushes, etc., cheap for cash, at
D.
lug

family,

mistake to think that I should want

as a general result of the different an-

swers we can say that up

my

not use them myself, nor in

yuve us an opportunity to inquire into
effects

Chancery Sale.

endless variety of

Don’t forget to get that boy of yours n
summer school suit, for three dollars and

wine and such drinks. I do

the use of

Saugatuckon Saturday

an

to Philadelphia. “It is a great mistake,” beautiful prints, and ladies’ gaiters, cheap

18th, 1878.

dictate my views toothers in this matter of

A TRIP TO

new. lot of Sheetings— bleached and

unbleached, and

1873.

CLOKTINOH.

Holland, April

VANDERVEEX.

15,

1877.

4-6m

Sf.k new ndvertisemcutof Mr.

iJottinas.

Eastern films are

8. Reid-

A Large and Flaw

sending agents to
II

Cohn

Rkv. J. A. He Spelder has declined the
call to Ebene/.er

A field of

hus been

state

i

found near

Liverpool steamships have

Walker county,

The

feels lonesome

lives

The new

Asylum,

present.

on River street.

\

Mr.

brick yard of Messrs. J. Roost

& Co., at the

at Fliut, Mich.

Z
Ex-Mayor I. Cappon,

foot of

Third street,

on Monday

The

for a trip to

.

/

turned out

its first cheese,

praised highly.
will start

The

and

we

Grand Haven, was

town

in

Aad

last.

hear

W

Wm. Vkrbkek, P.

it

place

known

at this office, or at J.

as the “Dr. Morris

cash. Inquire
W. Hopkins, Esq.,

factory at Vrieslaud

Among

up next week.

the dispatches from

KulamnzodV Mr.

- o—

A Complete a(sortmentof Chlldrea'e end Infanta'
ahocs for fell and winter,and « fall line of
Ladies' and Gentleman'!wear.

CALL AND SEE US.
-- :o:«

Work Warranted and

All

P. Pfunsliehl informs us that he has

I am now eelling the Howe hewing Machine,
and will henceforthkeep It far eale at my atore.
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abolished
for the simple reaeon thattne pricee of machine!
aie too low to admit of any expenae in that way.

we notice the marriage, on the 15th inst.,\ bought the tiinber.,«qthe land of Mr. H.
Prices
Senate Committee on the River of Lieut. C. Gardiner,U. S. A., to Mrs. Id^ Post, located on the north side of
and Harbor bill are not yet prepared to Lillie Burleigh. We were wondering piack Lake east of Pine Creek, and that Givi ub a call before yon order, and patreport, but are expected to in a few days. where the gallant Lieut, got ambushed lie has several men to work cutting logs,
ronize your home industry.
We hope Senator Ferry will watch the in since we noticed his leuve of absence, but (brush, etc., and that be needs more men to
Ham. and, Mich., Aug. 28 1877.

Low.

Tub

tercsts of his

friends around Black Lake.

this dispatch explains it

commence

will

Our

citizens will

do well to bear

in

to-day (Saturday)and con-

cun

settler, died

DEALER

OF-'

Boots and Shoes

KUITE

J.

Rubbers, Slippers,

For the bcst klnd of

Fresh

and

dent for the N. Y. Sun, reports from the

pay the highest market
price for hides, hams, and all

stave factory of E. Van der Veen

ing four pair of twins) 106. Dealhe— un-

west the prospects of a third larger wheat

der

& Co., is running full blast, and on Tues- ^r0P ,*ian ev^r *,ef(,re ilis extensive
day last they shipped a whole vessel car- travels gives him abundant opportunity
go of manufacturedware. The Rumors fot'a reliable opinion, and be concludes
afloat, last week, about renewed/
damage his summary, coupled to that of the
i/di
opinion of some of the largest wheat growto this company, by failun^f Milwaukee

I

|

01

On Friday evening lust, Columbia Fire ing, that at that rate we can lay it on
Company No. 2. were regaled by one of Liverpooldocks for $1.00 per bushel.

3 years, 8;

EIGHTH

16.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

ST.,

D B

It is

now

a settled

il,

ing that

we

K.

VAN RAALTB.

5-lSw

Male,

139. Blind— 1.
Dumb— 2: total, 5.

126; female, 18: total,
Insane— 2. Deaf aim

Specialty.

W. &

H.

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK'S

Five retail liquors dealers, at $150— $750;

At a meeting of the Holland
Union, held on

From and
22

trade the necessary attention,

Holland, - - - Michigan

last, ii

resolved that DecorationDay should
1|e pr{)per|j ohserTC(!. The necessary

arc

company. They spent a very pleasant have a boat line between tbia oily and u(,raniUlee9 were appointed to malteauit.
evening together,and the cotapany re- Chicago direct. We were ordered to V||]f, prepar„ti„ns.The followingpersons
ciprocated by making him some handsome print the posters and other job work for L|n (lfflciate|„ their respective capacities:
pretepp, consisting of a beautiful bureau, tbera which will be posted all over the ti-p^denp-W. H. Josiin.
the

I

RIVER STREET,

Soldiers’

Monday evening

date,

after this

intend to devote to this line of
NO.

and will keep on hand a com-

v was

occasionot celebratinghis wedding with

enough

carapeJuvFUhanj house In^he^cH^

to

White Omnitp

Stock of

The above Arm makes specialtyof enstom work, | pie te

^ and C. C. Ware.

A

Ladles and Children abaea and gaiters.

Repairing neatly done and at

those

Short Notice,
feeling and har- country and the surrounding villagea and T Mars,,aV_j0|lnKramer.
W. A H. ELFKRDINK,
mony pervading this company is highly cities, announcing^ the complete arrange- ^ cliapll[1_Ifcv. pp. ppelps, D.D.
ments.
Captain
Sny.ler
of
the
propeller.
commendable for a volunteer company.
Orator— Geo. A. Farr, Esq., of Grand
Groh, has concluded to stay with us and
Haven, (English.)
The venerable squaw Ke neonaqim tablish this line. The IruH prospectSarc
Orator— Rev. Jacob Van dcr Meulen, of
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing eome 300 hcarlnp
died on the Indian reserve in Allegan couik so good that he can iee ultimate victory,
grape vines, 100 Currant bnshee; 8trawberrien;
Muskegon,(Holland.)
Pears. Apple, Quince, Chestnut, Mulberry,Ap
ty, near Bradley, on the morning of thl even if he does lose mo/ey the first seaAn adjourned meeting of the Union ot, Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
7th at 5 o’clock. She belonged to a renal son, which is a usual ofccurence in estabNo money required down Inquire of
will be held on Monday evening, May 27,
J. VAN LANDEGENI
nant of the Ottawas located there. The| lishing bout lines. No doubt, our fruit
Holland, Mich. January 1, 1878.
at Josiin & Breymnn:s store.
minister of these Indians, Rev. D. K. men will rejoice at ijle good news. The
Foster, a brother of the chief
()| t|je
The followingare the arrivalsand clear
be rebuilt and resays that Ke-neo-na que had reached the fitted, ana it will AffArd us some fine ex- ances up to Friday morning:

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

good

lounge, etc. The

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow

FOR SALE.

Ware

Moses

This opinion

is

fully credited by

Judge F. J. Littlejohn,
who has mingled with the red men of
western Michigan for forty years, and
who places reliance upon their tribal traditions. The deceased was probably the
oldest representative of her race in

cursions during Abe isummer.
fare, $2,25; and /for

A

lie round trip only May 9-Schr. Spray Irom

$3.00 will be cl/arged.l

We

For

At a session of the Common Council on
Wednesday evening the following items
of interest were spread in the minutes:

Township of Olive

(for

49.

18. The amount of
wheat raised in 1877, on 596 acres, was

eda hem-

is a

City,

practical cutter

and

Spring styles, and will guaranWatch makers Jj Jewelers, tee a perfect fit. Prices rea
|

DEALRR8

sonable.
IN

Call soon and

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Silver

“

present, is 611. Oats raised during that department be used in the following

New York

and am now prepared
to make up suits according the
latest styles and fashions.
In this connection I have
purchased a stock of Broad-

m

M

the public

9,876 bushfls. Acres of wheat sown (1878)

50

lock bark. 10 crocks butter.
10— Schr. Hope, Lualmrton,1,000 lbs butter,
200 doz eggs, 275 bu potatoes. 4 brls
flour, # ton feed, IS bu onions, 300
tbs pie plant.
lumber,
43— Prop. I, Groh, Chicago. 50
400 rr ties, IScdrt bark.
14— 8cbr. Hpray . Racine. 1,000 hemlock r r ties.
14—
Tri-Color,Chicago, 508 brie heading
41,000 f. b. slaves.
15— *» Wollin,Chicago. 30 m lumber,
cds wood, il cds slabs.
15—
FortunesTrial,Ludlngton,light.
16- Prop. M.Groh, Chicago, 90 cds hemlock
berk. 175 r.r. ties 806 in shingles
and sundries.
18— Schr. Reindeer, Chicago, 2 tons scrap
Iron, 2 tons bones.

grounds. The Committee on
Fire Department reported a recommendation that the $500 voted by the city for

10; females, 8: total,

J- A. Griffin,

cloths, Cassimeres, of the latest

May 10-Prop. M. Groh-to Chicago,

Males, Instructed to remove the dead trees from

1877.

tailor,

CLEARED.

which he gineer of the Fire Department, was apwill pleace accept are thank?), we are en- proved, and the appointment of W. H.
abled to publish the following statistical Finch as deputy City Marshal, was also
exhibit of that Township : TWrfAs— Males, approved.The street commissionerwas
23: total,

Who

_

the kindness of supervisor Stegenga, The election of* Mr. G. Slenk as chiet en-

vaarwerk.

have engaged the services of

of

ma

10— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, lObrls vinegar,
10 pkgs sundries.
11— Hchr. Hope;' Peniwter, 20 m ehlngles.
14— Prop. M. Groh. Chicago, 3 brla sugar, ‘.’B
pkgs sundries.
14— Schr. 5Yt-Color, Chicago, 6 brls sugar. 10
eack com meal, 100 pkgs Biiudrie*.
i«.
Wollin,OhlitKO, Heat.
Fortune’sTrial, Pentwatcr,85
18shingles.
Reindeer, Chicago, light.
17-

further particulars,seejadvertisemenl.

ca.

Racine, 1 threshing

chine.

“

hail him with

joy, and wish pirn abuidant success.

Amery

I

ARRIVED.

single

large supplies.
g. J.

&BreymanJ Ml'

Josiin

great age of 120 years.

in

Holland, Mlch.,Sepi. 10

i

at

'

Makes Custom Work a

my

STOCK.
J.KUITE

between 3 and 21 years, 3,

over 21 years, 5: total,

the

their members, Mr. L. T. Kan ten, on the

26; females,

tk«

etc.

produce.

Gome and examine

two retail beer dealers, at $50— $100; one
parties, seems to be entirelVunfounded. ers In the west, that if nothing bad occurs manufacturer of beer, $.50— entire amount
to the ripening crop, wheat must drop to
We hope they will keep on prospering.
for liquor, $900.
60 cents per bnshel, and closes with say-

By

^

ailed Heats.

cinds of farmer’s

IN

We

last.

of the

HEROLD.

1877.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

Meat Market

on Sat- 4th, stating that lie will postpone his trip
extract from Supervisor Van
urday night last. He was known as an to Europe, to await future developments
Scbelven’s
roll the following statistics,
upright min and citizen in all his deal- in regard to the scandal, which lie claims,
with his permission,(for which he will
ings, and is a sad loss to bis relativesand has been publishedabout him.
please accept our thanks): Z?iWAs— Male
many friends. He was buried on Tuesday
Mr. Eli Perkins,; traveling correspon- 47; female, 55; still born, 4, total, (includ-

The

1,

ployment.

The

merchants,and an old

I.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

Gall at the

find em-

mind that the Board of Review will meet
presiding elder, next week on Monday, Tuesday, WednesFoil starting new papers, buying out,
Rev. W. J. Aldrich, will be here, to conday and Thursday, to examine the assess- selling out, changing names, and bursting
duct the services, and will be assisted by
ment roll. A large number of dogs have up, the city of Grand Rapids seems to
Rev. Wm. M. Coplin.
been assessed, and those interestedin such take Hie lead In the west. We notice that
the Enquirer and National, which, during
As a curiosity for our ladies,and ail ad- assessment will find un opportunity on
their brief existence, have been contending
those
days
to bring in demurrers,if any.
mirers of house plants, we can mention
for the position of greenback organ, have
ihat they can see at the residence of Capt.
Wk find among the telegraphicdis concludedto unite under the name of
F. Brouwer, a scarlet geranium with four
patches from New York, the announce- the Enquirer and Greenback, daily and
stalks,all in bloom, of which three bloom
ment that Bishop McCoskry, of Michigan, weekly. We also notice the reappearance
jn heavy double, and the fourth single.
has withdrawn his resignation in a letter of The Truths Haw ^ung will that last
to Bishop Smith, of Kentucky, dated May
Mr. M. P. Visser, one of our principal
this time?
tinue to-morrow.

Call in and get bargains.

satisfactorily.^ haul and cut logs. Now, this sounds like
business,and idle hands

The quarterly meeting at the M.E.Church

Juat received ai

Eighth Street, Cut or Holland.

of

We keep cenetenilyon band the best kind of
*tock, and alto a nice varletv of deelcna. Letter
Ing done In the English, Hollandaad German languages, as desired.

Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly
7 acres, with Improvementsand house.

M.

all Maria

CEMETEBY WORE
-- IN STONE. --

place,” is for sale ciieap for

& SHOES
—

HEROLD,

MONUMENTS E.

E. Andres the popular hotel keeper

of the City of

will start

manufacturingin two or three days.
manufacl

1st of
ernl,l. List
ol letters remaining in the Post
Europe, in gener
J office at Holland, Mich., May 10, 1878:
and the Paris Expositionin particular
Jenkins, W. Havens, M. I).,
Geo.
The cheese factory at May station has Miss Mary E. Baker.

nesduy last

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

n

Wed
VedV

started on

—

Manntactnrvrs«f

and will engage in matrimony iu'\a few in Texas, were never bettter than at

days. He

OF

Perkins, SOOTS

&

Luce

prospectsfor fruit and vast crops

Pullen contemplates send*

in? his blind sun, Marinus to the

—

CORNER CEDAR * EIGHTH 8TKKETN.

commenced

to arrive at Quebec.

at 50 cents a bushel.

Another young man

--

------

Van

Mr. J.

^

Alabama,

Church.

Houghton county, Michigan.

llitraga,

sells in the ciib in

stock;
—

icTiErw

Brazil.

scina, it speaks for Itself.

take the first

the
Cheap Ca*h Store of
choice, at

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

EAmijramK

“
e. j.
manner: 4 iron drive wells, estimated at
10,486 bushels, from 468 acres. Barley, $300, and 200 feet of linen rubber lined
,
239 bushels, from 14 acres. Total yield of hose, estimated at $122— total, $422; and
grain, 29,156 bushels. Number of dogs further recommended that the wells be
assessed— Males 114; females, 4: total, 118. placed, one at the corner of 8th and
A terrible accident occurred at the
Importer of
The supervisor,jokingly remarked, that Market streets, another al 9th and Cedar
All Kinds ok Spkctacles.
lumber and shingle mill of Messrs. Phan
dog-raisiug seemed to have been the most streets, and another on lOUt street, between
English and Scotch Ales,
stiehl & Griswold, on Wednesday fore
— AND
successful considering the large amount market and Cedar steels (in front of Union
noon. - Albert Rozenboom, aged about 14 Fall Line of (Sold Fens,
of dogs, and only four females reported School), and another on the corner of
years, son of Mr. and Mrs Wm. Rozen
GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
for assessment.
Hth and River streets.
boom, siood carelessly playing near
In balk and in Bottle.
Holland,
March
24,
8—
ly.
shaft with a bell, got caught ami was
The Village of Zeeland is still progres
In anticipation of the large crap of fruit
No. IOC Monroe Street,
ing. On the corner where Mr. J. Bouwl now promised on the east shore of Lake hurled around lh<# shaft at the rate of
about 300 revolutions per minute, smash
ens grocery store was, the stone founda-I Michigan, the managers of the C. and M.
i A]bo
tfor Hobert HmIth Br#wery< Wt
ing his bead so as to scatter his brains
tion is being laid for a new clothing house I l. 8. R. R. have ordered 50 new fruit cars
cor. of 5th and Minor rtreeu,Philadelphia.Mr.
through the mill, tearing one arm all
Robert HmIth, has encceeded In making and infor Mr. C. Brusse, and immediatelynext
tspecially adapted for that business;
troducing an Ale, which ha calla "India Pale Ale.'*
A
to it the work lias commenced for a new [bey will be 33 feet long and with end ven- pieces, and otherwise horribly mangling
and hai> succeededso well that it ia highly recommended os a tonic for weak peraona.
store for De Free Bros. The De Free Jation mounted on Uulmer springs— they the body. K was seen and the alarm was
immediatelygiven, but, alas! the mil E. BALDER, A. M., Principal.
Bros, have been engaged for some time
111 be fitted up with shelviug the whole
A splendid stock of Cigars and
could
not be stopped it time. It is plain
past for Mr. A. Bolks, and if their branch[idth of the car,— with a raised platform
AsslHted by Mrs. UAUUBKaua
AeelMted
BAUDERand DAUGHTERS,
that
he
was
killed
so
instantaneously
that
with other ExperiencedTeachers.
ing out may. be taken os an encourageotier liquors always on hand.
inches from the main floor, giving an
Now e pen— Pupils admitted at any tim*. Couree
he did not suffer any pain. As might be
ment taken from the busineas they have
KMf
icity to the entire storage, that will
of Inel ruction embraces English, Mathematics.
expected, the news spread very rapidly Ancient and modern Langnagea and Ornamental
lieon engaged in, we must regard it as an
ry frnit hundreds of miles without the
1877, from 206 acres, 8,555 bushels. Corn,

—

1878.

HATT

RTIYTFV
J.

UilXiUf

Bapldsi Bleb*

A

HOME SCHOOL.

enconium for Mr. A. Bolks businens
pacity, and, no doubt, the new firm will

ightest

is life,

to

have a new drug store, the building

next to the Post

Chicago, stopping at some 25

pie to the spot, and cast a gloom* over the

community. The

sta-

Branches.
For catalogue or admission,apply to the Principal at Finton, Uenksxi Co.. Mich.

BANKING.

report of the accident

nroT
Ora

ins

for

ie greatest fruit producing lands in the

and is looffice. The old

esL

which is nearing completion
cated

over the city, drew a large crowed of peo

run

lijlCDIIliN milS

ba,,oe,,Toacinen*‘Ke,nin Ottawa, Allegan, Van Buren and brought his parents to the spot, ayd they
I per dav made by any worker ol either
were
completely
overcome
with grief, add- B*1"w 1 sex, right In their own locallllea.Parien Counties— which are at present

and com-

pelion is the life of trade. Zeeland is also
to

will

speqlnl Fruit Express Train, from Hoi-

find a lively competitor in their former

master. However, such

jarring. The Company

The |R. R. Co. hope and expect

ing considerableto the deplorable scene.

We

hope

this

may

boys which they

their fruit traffic will eventually be

prjve a lesson to the
will

not soon

druggist, Mr. J. Block, looks upon the ad- Fone of their main sources of

This same boy was bitten by

vent of a competitor with considcrab

last summer and had

tlcularsand samples worth $5 free. Improve your
A |
spare time at this bniltteei.'
boelMCB.Addreoa
Address tmason
tmx
Co., Portland, Maine.

v

B

ANKEB

wnTJLAwn, •

.

;;

$

MICHIGAN.

forget

Farm

a rattlesnake

for Sale.

ten cent cigar in this county, as fur as

revenue and
will spare no expense to develope it, and
encourage the people along the line by
giving their product quick and careful
transit to the ever growing markets in
Illinois and Wisconsin.— J/ujAvyon AVtri

a narrow escape
I will sell ei
inquest feat held before soil, six milesSB
and school bouse, at a bargain, 80 acres
Justice Poet, acting as coroner, and the
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also tion. Interest allewedon time deooetu, subject
jury brought in a verdict occordipg to the 40 acres of unimproved land in the Town- te check at eight. Foreign exchange bought ant)
arepe
•old. Tickets to and from all points In Eu
above described circumstances. He was ship of Fillmore.Inquire of
sold at my offlee

know.

and

hurried on Thursday last.

complaisance,and fears no bad res
To say the least,

it

will

be hard

Mr. Block on cigars, for he
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sells

to

the
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Reporter.
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^

from death.
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JACOB TAN PUTTIN,

HOWARD.
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Good heavens! mine is gone, too.’
Together we arose, and crept softly to
yonder door. There, with the safe open,
by the dim light of a lantern, were two
men masked, so that I cannot describe
them, I would have stolen oat of the
boose and nought help, but Charlie, who
always Wa* brrtve to a fault, wonld not
listen to that. 1 Don’t you see our pistols lying there on the fiooerbehmd
them r -he whispered ; * ^e~ wiU. secure

BT EMMA MOBTIMKB WHITE.
AtUnt

am blewed with & lover,
Juat whet a lover should be—
Devoted and constant, and handsome,
Handaome aa handsome can be. ,
j
v
** 1 ' I f ‘ V
I

spoken, flushed and paled alternately
when she had looked Mr. Carlton in the
face. Then, rising suddenly, she left

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER.
Spring ruled in earth and

air

;

The breeze wan soft and wentad with theflowora ;
“ Come, let w walk, ere day away doth wear,”
My friend aald suddenly, 'mid studious hours—

The haughty dame swept from her the room.
husband’s presence, glad that henceforth
At a later hour, Albert Carlton found
Whither, I do not care !”
himself alone in the library.
she wonld oe free from the caresses o
Dsvoted.!— davoted, believeme!
Together forth we aet;
the man she could never love. The
44 To think of her as the wife of him
He led me far along the river way
He never has left me a day
husband watched her out of sight then who caused me to lose her is madden- AU blue with flowers that whisper “ Ne'er forget,”
I am ever hla pride and his darling—
Withoutme he cannot be gay.
And, when I Ipoke of turning, answered, ” Nay,
fell to the ground, where he lay writh- ing 1” he muttered to himself.
A littlefurther
’
ing in agony of mind, muttering, ‘‘ Oh,
44 Then you have not ceased to think
merciful Heaven ! my punishment is of me ?” said a voice at his side.
Amid the meadows green
greater than I can possibly bear !”
Turning about, he beheld Mrs. De A farm-housenestled : “ 'Tie not very far
Klssea my Ups and my hair.
My friend persuaded—” if you have not been,
half-i'ay across
After this they met only in thepres- Vere,
i’ll take you; on a farm the chances
_ room, stealing on tip-toe toward ence of their guests, or in oompany.
Handsome t— bis cheeks are like roses.
There’s somethingto be seen,’*
44 Cease to think of you, Nellie ! The
His head is run over with curls,
This was years ago, when Lulu (an love I bore you has been increasingfrom
His forehead is white as a snowdrift,
bnce there, my frle*d delayed
affectionate diminutive for Louisa),their that day to this. And now, with a work
Hia t$cth glimmer clearerthan pearls.
And I. half piqued, could see his glance go round
reached for hia revolver they discovered
only daughter, was a wee child. She of love in my heart for you, I am doomet Until It reated on a lingering maid,
fils eyes they are bright as the'sunshlne,
Who looked at him, and then upon the ground,
him an^spronguixmhini, and dragged
was 17, now; and, on the day of which
With lathes that cannot be beat,
to behold you the wife of another I”
And then retreatessayed
Ami then I know that you’ve never
write, was looking forward with pleasinj
“Oh,
Albert,” she said, “all these
would have spared him had they not that
Homeward our stepi we turned.
anticipationto the evening. For that years that have separated ns have been
instant caught sight of me. One ran a
“AndWho'athedamoeelr’quothlikndhe—
Wealthy ? He’s careless of money—
evening she was “coming out.” When so dread and terrible I”
“Why, nobody,”and looked with ejee that yearned
Money to him is but dross
the oompany assembled,Lulu move(
“Nellie! my darling, you almos. Toward where, above us in immensity,
Stiver and gold, for my lover,
Lote’s planet faintlyburned.
amoDg them like a spirit of fight Her make me think that there is happiness
Are only for pitch and for toss,
1 Oh, Frank ! they have Uiled me.’ The
lovely, innocent face was, perhaps, less in store for us yet !”
'He must have been born to a fortune—
demon whtfti Jadttftitftd him did not perfect than her mother’s. But, if per“ And pia tnere not be, Albert ?”
’ J r He's lived at his ease ever sinoe ;
PITH AND POINT,
seem to be content with his work, but fection wore another charm, it was one
If you’d see but the atyle of his drewlog,
1 44 If you say so, Nellie.”
inflicted
the
other
wounds
you
see,
hop. v> You’d probably think him a prince.
which had no beauty for the score o
light employment— The lampHe held out his arms to her, and she
ing to make a sure job of it I was unlighters’,,. . |
lovers following in her train. The father leaned her head against the breast tha
Shirts thick frosted with stitching,
armed, and could not effect much with
Silken embroidered socks
stood at one side and gazed upon her,
--- Ylhlhk the most of his money
my antagooiaL . I got .to cut on jny comparing her to a beautiful picture, so many years ago had been her, resting- When a man loses his balance,where
place. Together they plotted to leave does it go to ?
arm, and,
and as far above the crowd around her the house that night and flee to another
No bird is actually on the wing. The
31.'
er no more as were the stars.
On which he cut his first tooth,
country. That evening Frank De Vere wings are on the bird.
resistance. So
gagged anibound
Strung on an azure ribbon,
He was interruptedin his thoughts by gave Carlton the promised money.
Tied with a love- knot, forsooth
•What sort of implement does a man
a voice at his eltww exclaiming, “Who
“In the morning,” said the father,
•j
Of teeth he has half a dozen,
is that in the white satin dress, with dia- 44 1 will give you my daughter'sanswer.” use when he cudgels his brains ?
jUSat to t^e cunmngest mold
j
there moaning ever since, at intervals, monds in her hair?”
A pupil, being asked to name the
That night De Vere came to the eonand I was poweriess to help him.
“NisftDe Vere.”
elusion
that it was a thing impossible to bones in the head, answered: “I have
Frank De Vere looked with anxious
“She is a beauty, by Jove ! and they broach the subject to Lulu.
them all in my head, but cannot give
countenance at his companion.
them.”
,
say
that
her
father
is
well
off.
I
believe
THE
“Dead men tell no tales,” he mut“ Do you think he will ever get over
I shall marry her.”
tered,
as he went to his desk and took
A Frenchman says that Americans
#*t ik'iM southing iilre to t?” he asked.
“ Hush I” said the speaker’sfriend, in from it a knife. Stealthily leaving his
do
not have handsome chins. ForeignA
physipmn
jn
the
room
stooped
and
offer me beside yourself, Frank De Vere,
an undertone;44 De Vere is not three room, he stole toward his guest’s chamers expect us to be wiping off our chins
J will accept you ; not before.”
feet from yon.”
ber, which was at the end of the/ long all the time, and yet to keep them hand“well ?f’ said De Vere. 11 '
This was Nellie Blanchard’s reply to
“ Ha ! ha ! what do I care ? The «ld passage. He was half-way there, when some.
•her companion’spassionate avowal of j “He will die,” was the answer.,
“Would that he could be spared,” chap and I are friends; he will no doubt he detected the sound of muffled footA magazine writer says there is a lanlove. She was cold, proud and beautithank me for taking his daughter off his steps approaching him.
guage of the hair. Don’t doubt it in
ful ; the only child of genteel, but poor said Frank, as he bent lover his frifnd
hands,” he replied.
“The villain is coming to murder the least. At any" rate we have heard of
parents. It was a matter of surprise to with streaming
The
host
confronted
the man engrilj, me,” he thought ; 44 he shall
The dying man roused a little at the
tolerably well-authenticatedeases where
the neighbors that Frank De Vere had
words, and, turning his eyes on De but, instead of uttering the intended me.”
a single auburn hair on a dark coat colIn
a
minute,
he?
felt
his
enemy's
breath
Vere’s face, gave him a look fraught reprimand, he fell senseless to the floor.
lar could talk plainer than a guideHe was carried to his room, a physician upon his cheek, and knew it was his
board, and furnish the material for a
Miss Blanchard was fond of making itith tatoh h Seflse of tojhiy .tha^one
called, who soon pronouncedhim out of time to strike. So he grasped the figure,
whole course of lootuieB,— Breakfast
conquests..Bhe met<De Vere at the would have thought h«v imagined Frank danger.
message was sent to the and made a thrust in the darkness with
Sable.
house of a!(liifindyidiscovered that he his murdeuerfrtw closed them in a moman who had so singularlyaffected De his knife. The victim made no resistnmif
them
no
more.
The
was above mediocre in appearance and
Vere that he wanted to see him. The ance; only gave utterance to one unQUIPS FROM THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE.
talent, and decided to qiake him a vic- wounded man was taken to a hospital,
stranger
obeyed the summons. Frank earthly shriek.
tim. How well she succeeded, after an where he died that day.
A green age — Foliage.
De Vere recognized the voice. It was
It was found that the robbers had De Vere motioned to those attending
i^uainlahce of a few mantos, we alSteal works— Savings banks.
him
to leave the room, and beckoned the his wife.
.taken, cash ttT.fim' ’amortmT of T2D0,000.
“The people’s line”— The clothesnew-comer to his bedside. The man
Terror-stricken,
he stood bending over
.after the faiost vigilant' exerttiiiikhmchard,”
line.
went in obedience to the gesture, and the inanimate form, when the door of
said her lover, “ that you refuse me be- tions to secure the murderers, were unCultivatinghops — Learning to dance.
looked fearlesslydown in the invalid's his guest’s room opened, and Albert
^blj
todisoeyver
them,
cause I am poor?” - The lion of the season— The dandeface.
Carlton came out with a fight. Da Vere
Frraik De Vere teould remain no lon“ I mean what I said !”
lion.
“ You have fonnd me at last, Albert stepped hastily aside in a ninhe devoted
’Ftank De Vere’s passion for the Woman ger in the place; he gave Up his situaA mitey hard kase — A wormy cheese.
Carlton,”
moaned
De
Vere.
44 Now that
to statuary. When Carlton saw the
before him amounted to idolatry. If it tion, and went to try his luck in the
The greatest blower of them all— Si
you
are here, what do you want ?”
woman he loved lying there weltering in Klone.
had been less, he, with his good sense, mines. Fate favored him. Gold came
“ Want ? Dare you ask me ? Coward, ier blood, he forgot to look for her murreadily to his hand. In a short time he
would have despised her.
• :
The day to buy your “fine-cut”—
thief, murderer that you are ! I have derer, but knelt beside her, kissing the
“ Nellie,” he said, ‘‘if gold is all that h^Faccmnnlated more than he. in his
Chewsday, of course.
half a mind to kill you this moment in cold fips, and whispering words of love
separatesus, it shall not sunder ns long. wildest dreams bad ever hoped for. ‘SatLassie-twoed— A fellow with a girl on
your bed.”
o her. The sight maddened the hus- each arm.
Only (promise /pe this— wait one year isfied with the fortune he had made, he
And he glared fiercely on De Vere, band.
started for his native town. As soon
for
1
Uneasy lies the head that wears a cap
while he held over him an open knife.
after
his
arrival
as
possible
he
called
44 Devil ! destroyer of my happiness,
The woman hesitated k) minute; she
—a night-cap.
“Mercy!
mercy!”
gasped
the
poor
take that, and that, and that!” he
never had the most remote idea of mar- upon the woman who promised to wait man.
A blacksmith doesn’t eat hay, though
shrieked, as he stabbed the man he so he is a horee-shoer.
rying him, and she did not like to com- for him. He fonnd her in the parlor.
“ It is easier for you to cry for mercy
utterly hated,
mit herself. Yet she must get rid of Walking. straight toward, her, he held
You never heard a waste-basket poet
than it was to grant it,” said Carlton.
out
his
anq#^
, /
De Vere hurried tb his room and locked
him some way. There was iittle danger
“For God’s sake, don’t speak so limself in. He soon heard footsteps exclaim : 4 My lines are cast in pleasant
of his making his fortune in a year,
______
___
____ to claim you.”
^
Nellie, I
have come
places.”
loud,” said De Vere, hio face livid with
she considered herself safe in saying, Surpxised.though
she ^yas
General D. BifityhaslriUedthousands,
>TOriflfid.ttlPUghflhe
was tQ
to see
see him,
him, fear. “ I will make yon any reparation mnying to and fro, and exclamations
of horror. • By a private passage he de- but General A. Bility never hurt anyrfUejL Frank, I will wait for
ennldjiat
ir»fr* commitshe could
in at IwAJinmriaAd
bo surprised into
you ask; only, for my child’s sake, spare
scended into the street, hailed a passing body.
“Then you are mine ! J. soon nball ting herislf xiefare sue understoodhow the honor of my house.”
vehicle
and drove away. He was sought
•claim you ! Until then, good-by !”
affairs stood with him. So, before a
It is a fact that, however good your
“It is beyond yonr pawer to bestow
after for months, but never found.
He clasped her in his arms a moment, word of welcome came from her lips,
clothes may be, they are always worn
what you took from me,” said Albert
Years afterward,in a distant land, he out.
gave hej^a lover’s kiss, and was gone. she asked: “ Have you anything to offer
Carlton, fiercsly. “I was sent by a
earned
that both Carlton and Mrs. De
She looked after him, not to sigh, but besides Mr. De Vere?”
England is said to produce an enorwoman who loved me, and whose pas- Vere recovered, and that they were livto thank Heaven that she had rid her- / “Two hundred thousand dollars.
mous quantity of hops. This must be
sion I more than returned,to seek a ing together.
self of him so easily.
Nellie.”
the English hop era.
fortune ere we were married. I had
Tiiank Heaven,” he said, “that my
li was in the ^ays when Califomia
She brightened instantly.To the been fc long time from her side, and,
A vocalist in New York State was sendrew throngs of sgoldiunters tTits haughty but needy belle the sum seemed meeting with no success, I determined lands are washed from their blood; if tenced to the penitentiarythe other day.
’
Dd^Vdre^todk passage eaojrfuqu^ $he allowed the outstretched to make a bold stroke, rob the bank, and Charlie Sowle were only living I might It was decidea to send him to Sing Sing.
toeweA^fter hi# lasji interview with arms to embrace her,1 and the lips of the return with my booty home. You know yet be a happy man.”
A few months after this he wrote to
Mmsi&fohard,' and in due time arrived new-comer to kiss her.
how affairs turned out. It will seWe
PHUNOGRAPHS FROM THE HAWKEYE.
safely at his journey’s end. The weeks
“You will become Nellie De Vere ?” you right to repeat them. I made my iulu, begging her to come to him. She
went,
and
with
her
went
her
husband,
a
passed on. It was easier for De Vere he whispered. v’1;
“ Elveda ” writes to ask us if 44 fife is
entrance into your room, and took your
ine-looking man, many years her senior. not very sweet to us ?” Not a bit of it,
to dr .’am of wealth than to accumulate
“Yes, Frsnk.”
pistol before you discovered me. Sowle
Vhen the father looked upon him his Elveda; our life is sour own.
it. He had only been able on his arriAfter subvening spent in rehearsing had not come in yet. I had no desire to
ace assumed an ashy hue, and ‘he
val to obtain a situation as under-clerk the past and arranging for the future,
Medical men have never been able to
shed blood, and was glad to spare your
gasped out, 44 Charlie Sowle, how came properly explain the singularfondness a
in a banking-house.As his merit be- they separated. When he had gone,
fife on the conditions you spoke of—
came known he had risen rapidly hi favor she hid her face in the sofa, and wept going halves. In the midst of our work you here?”
hound pup always evinces for omelette
The hospital report was false; I did in the shell.
with his employers, and was now occu- bitterlv.
Charlie Sowle interruptedus : he was at
pying the position of cashier* with a
“Aloert,” she murmured — “dear, our mercy, yet we promised to spare not die. I thought I could gain nothing
Bismarck drinks nothing but the finest
by contradicting your story, so I ]et it brandy, and it makes the boys feel sick
largo salary. Under ordinary circum- dear Albert, the only one 1 ever loved, it
him and take him in as a partner. You
lass. I subsequently became acquainted to call the party up to the bar when the
stances he wonld have been contented; is hard to give you up !”
remember how indignantly he refused,
as the seeker of a fortune in a short
The*?, rising, she dashed the tears and, with his pistol at my head, called with your daughter; she loved me, aa I Prince is in the crowd.
space of time, he was not.
from ber eyes, and, with Clenched hands, aloud, ‘Help, help!’ Alarmed, you did her. We were married. For her
Parsnips are said to greatly enrich the
The allottedtime of his stay was paced the room to and fro, murmuring, silenced him with your bowie-knife. He dear sake, I freely forgive you the injury milk of the cow. This is the reason a
nearly at an end. With all his economy
ashamed of yon, NeUie fell back gasping, imploring you, his you did me.”
dairyman considers a never-failing
44 If you will accept a blessingfrom as
he had not laid np $1,000. He knew Blanchard; I thought you were made of old friend, to spare him. Yon hacl gone
spring in the garden such amine of
/hat Nellie Blanohard could not be sterner stuff. Will you give up wealth too far, and kept on with your bloody iloody a hand as mine has been,” said wealth.
'bemght' for less than $50,000. Some- and position for love in a cottage ? No work until you had finished him. Dgh f ! )e Vere, “taxe mine now.”
Every stage that goes to the Black
He called Lulu, gave her hand to Hills takes some woman out to her husthing must be done.; What that some- —never !”
it was an ugly job ; I am glad my hands
thing was he had not yet concluded
So she decided to marry Frank De are washed from it. Then you planned Charlie Sowle, pronounced a father’s band, and the result is there are now two
when he retired to bed one eventful Vere. Before the year was out, she be- that 1 should gag and tie you to your ilessing, then fell back in his chair. women to every man in that distressed
juIu, with a little shriek, went to him.
night in his life’s history. The mom- came his wife. Time passed away;
country.
bed ; you even wounded yourself, that
mg after that night, the pprter of the Fate had been kind to Mr. and Mrs. De the detectives/might the more readily He was dead.
Fine paper is now made from the
Lulu had cause, after many years of white ends of asparagus. It would be
bouse came running from the room where Vere, to all outward appearances. He believe the tale you should tell. AfterVte Vere slept with one of the clerks, bad accumulated an immense fortune, ward, you told me how well your plan domestic happiness,to thank a merciful much easier to make boxwood mallets of
Which opened into tye one in which the and had risen high in favor with bis fel- had worked ; how poor Sowle had lived providencethat her father’s hand had the article that is sold in our markets
not murdered Charlie Sowle;
safe was kept. The man’s face was white low-men. Old Father Time had dealt
for food.
through the night, and nearly terrified
With few, and his eyes nearly starting leniently with his lady. Mrs. De Vere, you to death for fear he would revive
Rev. John Jasper stacks to it that
from their sockets.
twenty years a wife, was quite Aa beauti- sufficiently to expose your crime; be A Novel Way of Balancing an Account. 44 the snn moves.” We believe him. We
Out into the crowded street he went, ful, and much more voluptuous
fighave seen it move a corner loafer over to
died at Iasi You met me, received
Baron R
, one of the gravest and
screaming: “Murther! murthert,1 A ure, than Nellie Blanchard had been. your share, went to the mmes, pretended
the shady side of the street, when no
most decorous Judges on the Irish
bloody murther !”
It had ndt taken Frank De Vere long to
to make a fortune ; and then when I had bench, had a younger brother singularly other power could so have moved him.
“ Where?” said a policemanstanding learn that his wife did not care for him.
entrusted my share to your safe keeping unlike him, who-was a perpetual thorn . There is a mad-stone in Iowa that has
He loved her so that for many years he you aiade off with rt. I was in despair ;
performed hundreds of marvelous cures,
in his side. A scapegrace at school, the
“ In there,” pointingto ward the young had tried to male himself dear to her.
for with the loss of my money I lost youth would learn nothing, and was the )ut it is fike the milk-sickness—always
men’s room.
The more he exerted himself to please also the woman I loved, inasmuch as
in the next county — so that no one in
It was a horrible, sickening sight. her, the more disgusted she became with before I could make another adventure torment of his teachers.Having been Iowa has ever seen it.
The clerk, Charlie Sowle, lay on the him. The poor man kept looking for- I learned that she was married. To set a sum by one of the latter, he, after
door, with his face upturned, and ward to the dawn of a brighter day, whom I never heard, and whether now an undue delay, presented himself be- MERRY TRIFLES FROM THE BOSTON BULfore the desk ana held np his slate, at
-stamped with intense suffering. Several when the rosy leaves of hope were living I do not know.”
LBTIN.
one corner of which appeared a pile of
ugly gashes were about his face and turned to bitter ashes by the humiliating
44 what can I do for you ?” murmured
They propose to send a bill-poster
coppers.
breast, from which the blood slowly discoverythat the secret of the wife’s De Vere.
“What
is the meaning of all this, rom one of the Western States to Conaversion was that from the time she
1 want hall you are worth.”
gress, because they are sure that he will
sir?” said the master.
engaged herself to him her heart had
44 You shall have it”
“Oh!”
cried the youth, “I’m very "stick.”
tiitic Uttme u tfluuu, belonged to another. She taunted
“I will also take your daughter in mar- sorry, sirj but I really can’t help it. All
A young blade of her acquaintance
which told the lookers-on he was not him with the fact one day is a fit of riage.”
iad
passed without acknowledgingher
the morning I’ve been working at a sum.
dead. On the bed lay Frank De Vere, anger.
44 Good heavens, Carlton, don’t ask that
bow—
her eyes flashed like swords, for
Over and over again I’ve tried, but in
gagged, flmlr *^qima, having a deep
of me !”
spite
of
all I can do it will not come wasn’t she a cut-lass ?
flesh-wound m his arm, from which the h *i Tell
‘Y0U maiT^ me'
44 Then you shall be exposed.”
right So I’ve made up the difference 44 Is there any genuine New England
blood had flowed so fresoly that the bed“ Yon know without asking— for your
The man turned to go.
in half-pence,and there it is on the spirit left ?”—Areu; York World. What a
linen was completely saturated.
money.”
“Come back, Carlton; I’ll do all I can slate. ,r
rum question ! We jpess there is ; at
He was speedily r released, and asked
“ Then you sold yourself,’*.
for *you. Dine with us to-morrow.
most any of the distilleries you’ll find %
The
originality
of
the
device
disarmed
by a dozen at oyce, “ Who did it?”
She winced a little.
Leave me now, for I suffer deeply.”
the wrath of the pedagogue,and young some.
“ Between 2 and 3 this morning,” he
“ You do not love me?”
The next day Carlton was punctual R
44 An honest confessionis good for the
was dismissed with his coppers
8*id, ‘,I was awakened by Oharito/who
“Ido not love you— nover have— never He was made acquainted with Lulu at to his place.
soul,” but Mrs. Tilton has done so much
whispered, Some one is at the safe.’ I Will.
the dinner-table.In a few minutes
:n the confession business that there are
listened a moment, and distinctly heard
“ Wonld you like the World to know her mother came in at the side door, and
Two gentlemen were arguing in a double as to whether any of the kind
* noise in the inner room. 4 Yon are this, and break the ebaip that binds us, took her place at the table. The huspasture-field, with only a goat for ail au- fins beneficial have yet been made.
right, Sowle,’ I said, and instaaflv felt which seems to gall yon so ?”
band proceeded to introduce them.
44 A speech that was thick with the
dience. In reply to a* statement of one,
for my revolver. It was not there.
“No; ’twonld.gainmo nothing.”
44 Mrs. De Vere, allow me to present the other said: “I know.*> But
” dust of travel ” is the way an exchange
Alarmed, tasked Charlie in an underyou toiny old acquaintance,Mr. Albert The goat took hiqi at his word, and the romantically expresses it W$, think
tone, ‘Did you remove my pistol?’ ‘No;
argument was continued on the other hat speech must have oome from the
is it gone ?’ The next instant he added, be what we have seemed heretofore.
She looked np quickly as the name was side of the fence. —Breakfast Table.
ongue of a wagon.
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DEATH AT 8EA.

A Dill to Prevent Customs Frauds.

Secretary Sherman has drifted and
How Soldiers Fear It— A Bad Scene.
had introduced in the House Of Repre[From the Boston Commercial Bulletin.]
sentatives a bill to prevent frauds upon
Soldiers die bravely on thebnttle-fleld. the enstoms revenue. It provides that,
and resignedlyin the military hospital whenever any person not a United States
on shore, but there is something very officer shall furnish to the Secretary of
sad in a soldier’sdeath at sea. The sur- the Treasury, or to any chief officer of
roundings of the ship-hospitalare un- customs or District Attorney, original
Camiliarto his eye; the roll of the ves- information concerning any fraud upon
sel is painful to him, and the thought is the customs revenue, perpetratedor
ever present to his mind that if he was on contemplated,which shall lead to the reshore, if he could see the green fields, covery of any duties withheld, or of any
or even the snow-clad earth, his recovery fines, penalty, or forfeiture incorred,
might be possible. Although nothing whether by importers or their agents, or
could be more comfortable than the by any officer or person employed in the
conch on which he lies, and scarcely any- customs service, such person so furnishthing more soothing than the gentle roll ing informationshall be entitled to reof the vessel to one in his condition, he ceive one-thirdof the gross proceeds of
longs to stretch his limbs on the barrack such duties, the fine, penalty, or forfeithospital bed, and to feel that he is on the ure so recovered to be paid ’under such
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasfirm
•
Then the thought of the lonely burial ury shall prescribe.
The bill fnrther-providesthat whenin the wide waste of waters obtrudes itever any officer of customs shall detect
self upon his mind. To be 'launched
over the vessel’s side into the lonolv or seize goods, wares, and merchandise
in the act of being smuggled, or which
ocean, committed to the deep, and left
have been smuggled, or who shall detect
without a stone or wooden cross to mark
a fraud by undervaluation or any other
the spot where his mortal remains were
device upon the customs revenue, such
consigned to their everlastingrest, all
officer shall be entitled to receive onethis is inexpressibly saddening to the
dying soldier. On shore, his comrades fourth of the gross proceeds resulting
from such seizure, or which may be rewould have followed his remains to their
covered on account of such fraud. Proresting place in the church-yard, and
vided that this section shall not apply to
fired a farewell shot ever his grave, and,
with reluctant step, have left him to any officer of customs whose animal salary is $4,000 or more.
sleep the sleep that knows no waking
The bill repeals Section 16 of the act
till the trump of the archangel summons
entitled, “ An act to amend the customsthe dead to judgment
revenue laws and to repeal moieties,” as
How different at sea ! Sewed no in a well as all other acts and parts of acts
hammock, the corps to which he belongs inconsistent with the foregoing.
summoned to the gangway-slip, a few
short but solemn prayers said over the
Died Poor.
dead, and then the awful words:
John
Morrissey,
like the late lament“ We commit this body to the deep I”
A plunge, and the corpse sinks into ed Jim Fisk, died poor. Fisk was supthe sea; the flag is lowered; the vessel posed to be worth millions;but his essails on, and the dead is left alone to the tate panned out very poorly. Morrissey
tossing of the angry waves, or to sink at one time computed his wealth at $700,deep into the coral caves of the ocean. 000, and contemplated retiring from all
No comrade may come in after days and kinds of business and going for four
drop a tear over that grave; no loving years’ study in Europe to acquire an edhand may come and plant a flower there; ucation. But he did not carry out this
it is lost; swallowed up in the immensity laudable resolution, and it now appears
that his money has pretty well disapof the great graveyard of the deep.
The writer has stood by the side of a peared, and that, like Mr. Tweed, he
dying comrade in the hospital of a troop- leaves little behind him. The truth is
sliip, and heard the dying give utterance that men of the stamp of Fisk, Morris-
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a certain
__ remedy
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all diseases of the Lungs and
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[Ealabllahed 1884.]
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A Guinea tot a Sixpence.
A firm in New York seems unfamiliar with
the London story of the man who offered to

A

real guineas at a trifle, but could find no
buyers. Ctoo. P. Rowell A Co.,— the “News-

por

sell

paper AdvertisingBureau,” propose, for one
hundred (?) dollars,to put a ten-l.ne advertisementip some thirty standard weekhea, and
to slide it into a thousand other weekliesfree.
Do they expect people to take the offer ? Any
cqnarnted -with-the high rate! of ‘
standard weeklies can see that the thing
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A DOUBLE-COLUMN ADVERTISEMENT, HANDSOMELY DISPLAYED, AND CONSPICUOUSLY
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ver Fifty Millie
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IN LARGE TYPE,
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IT1SEMKNT, ALL FOR ONR DOLLAR PER PAPER
dred and eleven Itun
Mtoue. The FOR ONR INSERTIONGreatestMilling Coun P 1
try In the World.
FROM RESPONSIBLEPERSONS WE WILL ACCEPT FOR PAYMENT A NOTE FOR THE
Thebeet Water Poesr A 1 U|iUU l in^hftUaltad AMOUNT. PAYABLE THREE MONTHS FROM ITS DATE, SAID NOTH NOT TO BE GIVEN UNTIL
Slates. One Hundred nnd twenty thouannd WK HAVE EXHIBITED TO THE ADVERTISER, AT HIS OWN OFFICE, A COPY OP EACH
HLND^IlI
MIL^tfON^K^T of lumbw aewtd. PAPER CHARGED FOR, WITH THE ADVERTISEMENTAND NOTICE DULY INSERTED.
many who have been cured of this disordei.
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For subduingthe Nerves and bringing
Heart to
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its natural functions Dr. Ora
equal ; it is
[but is a medicine.which gags
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lies it to produce tho blood as
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fli flop 1878.
Nothlngllkelteverknown.
Twenty rill Three

applicants.Wisconsin,Iowa end Kansas ajeo gosplng.
should, giving life and tone to the system. We Invite
Mason A Hamlin, who took the first medal If you have any trouble with your Heart, no
for their cabinet organs at the Expositionin
matter how slight, try the HEART REGU1867, and have won tbe highest honors at every
LATOR and you will say it is a blessing. Bend Pamphletof Kisbtr Pngea with
wot Id's exhibitionsince, are here in competition your uame to F. E. Ingalls, Concord. N. H.,
J»lnp will be sent, post-paid, to KVEKY APPLIwith a fine lot of organs. Several other Ameri- for a pamphlet containinga list of testimonials CANT everywhere,to every country, tbe world
over. Apply
JOlIN \V. BOND,
can makers exhibit, but few if any of them will of cures, etc.
Ser’y of tKtnte Board of luimiarntion.
venture to compete.
Price 53 cents and $1 ; for sale by druggists.
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cines
with
the core
and blood affections. If the bowels be
•e constipated and liver sluggish,his Pleasant Purgative Pellets will give prompt relief ; while his
Favorite Prescriptiouwill positively, perfectly,
and permanently, cure those weaknesses and
“dragging-down”sensations peculiarto females. In the People’s Common Sense Medical
Advisor, an illustratedwork of nearly one
thousand pages, the Doctor has fully discussed
the principlesthat underlie health and sickness. Price $L 80, post-paid. Adapted to old
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te. wholesome biscuits
“ Oh, you have, eh ? Well, as you’ve
been lodging until this time, I guess it and elegant cake, crullers, waffles, doughnut
muffluH,. and griddle cakes, of every kind, are
won’t hurt you any to sit up the rest of
always possible to every table by using.DooLEY’s
the night
Yeaot P6wder.
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from this time forward.

CL0THIN8.

to charce to profit ahd toss. We
retract our insinuation about their ignorance
of that London story. They probably know it
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prosperity
cannot supersede a superior article. Illustrative
of this principle are the family medicinesof H.
Y. Pierce, M. D., of Buffalo, K. Y, By reason
of superior merit, they have outrivaled all other
medldneB. Thdr sate in the Ttoiteff Staten

upon
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' 'drees, with r
reference,RRALBA FOSTER,
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Druggists. Depot— 10 Park
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No

to live.
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QUICKEST SELLING,

New York

onnlon

Next day the vessel came to a stop for
a few minutes. The ship’s bell was
tolled, the flag floated at half-mast, and
the soldiers of the corps to which the
deceased belonged were paraded at the
gangway. The prayers were said, the
body launched over the side, and the
vessel resumed her course. Some of
the members of the other corps on boardwere surprised on learning, late that
evening, that a soldier had been buried
during the day.
It is better that such things should
bo so. Nothing can be (rained by saddening men unnecessarily.Cheerfulness is one of the most potent of sanitary
agents. Every care should be taken to
maintain it among large bodies of men.

BROAD CLAIM

VEBY BEST OPEEATINO,

TOBIAS' VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, in Pint
Bottles, at One Dollar,la warranted superior to any
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colic, Cuts, Bruise#,

d

And he ceased

tit

Ooho and Spaams , taken Internally ; and Croup, Chronic
Rheumatism,Son Throats, Cuts, Bruises,Old Sores,
and Paina In the limbs. Back and Chest, externally.
It has never failed.No family will ever be without
after onoe giving it a fair trial Price, 40 cents DR,
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about the sea gmnff up its dead.”
phltes
The chaplain at this moment apwith su
Natural Selection.
nK It t
proached, having been sent by the surInvestigators
of natural sciouoo have demongeon. He read the passage of scripture strated beyond controversy, that throughout the
asked for, and many other beautiful animal kingdom the “ survival of the llttest" is
r*|
as. Di
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funeral parade; no music; no
farewell shot over my grave — committed
to the deep. The— sea— will— give— up grow
its — dead. Comrades
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fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
for all diseases incident to the period of teething in children. It relievesthe child from pain,
cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and, by
giving reliefand health to the child, gives rest to
the mother. It is an old and weU-tned remedy.

s

long time after the chaplain had ceased.
Then he opened his eyes and muttered,
__ _____

rrmw-o.'ar

foot hthes

Mothkbs! Mothers!! Mothers!!!Don’t

does the surgeon say?” he
asked. “Tell me the truth, comrade. I
am not afraid of death.”
“It is better that you should know
the truth. Helms no hope.”
“I thought so. Well, God’s will be
done; but is hard to die in the middle of
the ocean. If I had been on shore, even
Fellows’ Hypophoephites
impromd
in a foreign country, it would have been and crude, and they are continually exmy gtnrrnl health amazingly.It
posing
themselves
to
risks
that
prudent
easier. It is hard to be buried at sea.”
lies olsar akl* and healths eonntonnnoo,but to know Its virtuesIf
men and men of sound business princi“The sea will give up its dead.”
must he used, and were tt witliln tbo
reach of all clauee,I believe It would
ples would never encounter. Their chief
“ Ay, that is right, comrade. I ought
.bsnsed universally; ye*,bytbe well,
capital is bluff and brass; they impose
to renew thoir age. and by the sick,
to think of that. Seamen, they say,
to make# them well.
upon the people simply by the force of
like to cherish the thought that they
their self-assurance;there is nothing
It makes an old person ten years
Mil be buried at sea; but I am a soldier.
younger. '’Thla wltneaa la true."
substantial about them; if they go np ... Would
that I could more widely make
** would die happier if I knew that I
It know* for Its many virtues, ^
would be buried on shore and be fol- like a rocket they come down like a stiuk;
heirs most generally find that
ALEXANDER CLAUEE, D. D., Amherat, N. 8.
lowed to the grave by my comrades. andtbeirfceii
their mom
iay Jias perished with them.—
There is something beautiful in a solI b
> recommend Fellowa’ Compound Syrup 6f
New YorK
<’k Gravhic,
Graphic.
Hypop
ihltea to all troubled with any difficultiesor
dier’s funeral on shore. The solemn
the lunxi or nervous system, believingthat
h
it I would not now (>e living.
music— that Dead March in Saul— how
Nearly all the Crawford peaches
7.
HARRIS OOFFILL, Windsor, N. 8.
I used to love it ! My poor mother
have been killed by frost in Maryland.
It will grieve her to think that I was
Consultlnjr Office forConeumptfvee,
)
Waite m
m Medical Institute, Cleveland,Ohio.
Ohio.
buried at sea. Read that, comrade, Other varieties have not been much in-

The dying soldier closed his eyes during the reading. He lay silent for a
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Fever, Congestive Chills, Bun Pains, and all
diseases of similarcharacter.Enlarged Spleens
are reduced as if by magic, and Son Pains are
conquered with marvelousrapidity. Wbbkdock, Finlay A Co., Proprietors,New Orleans.
Fob bale by all Dbugoibw.

n
---- Warranted10
sey and Tweed seldom do die rich.
svars. Sent oji-ll day^s test trial. ItfonoyreThey make largo sums of money— or have fu.nded and frciphtcharf’'‘« paid by mo each way if
the name of doing so— but their fort- not Bstisfablory.Retail Price $330. For
unes are generally bubbles liable to be rash with ordcrU will noil this beautiful Inurnment in order to Hhvo It introduced at
pricked and disappear at any moment. once, d»r only $80.50. Beware of Imitation
It is not only that their wealth, such as
:oat of
it is, is ill-gotten, and that ill-gotten Please
gams scaj-ce ever stay long, but thoir
writes
methods of business are wild, reckless,
1 hsvs much plaastfrWIn saying

“What

for

eases of miasmatic origin. It cures in a few days,
without danger or inconvenience: Chills and
Fever, Bilions Fever, Dnmb Chills, Pemidons
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to such thoughts as the above.
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& CO.’S

JUNE

ADDRESS

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING BUREAU,

10 SPFl'CE ST.,

NEW YORK.

KSaLVl

limners’ (Column.

RADEKE & SON,

How Grapes Feed.

We had

planted a row of Delaware

vines, one of which was
feet

FRANK

from a hole

'which a quantity of

in

CHIMNEY CORNER.-

bones had been buried. The vines all
made a healthy growth, but the ooe referred to was especially vigorous. This,

was wilting, and

a

in

completely wilted

few hours it was as

as If it

had been puljed

up by the roots and exposed to
Unable

to

account for

this strange

stance, and suspecting

we

dug

Special Announcement.

some new enemy,

to where

we

had cut it, and there taking

Warehouse &

we found that the pit
one mass of roots.
fore,

that when

of bones was

full

first set

out

one of the

roots had pushed off in the direction of

on reaching them

the bones, aud

it

had

found such a supply of nutrimout that
alone

was

competent

to carry to

it

the vine

ternal and external surface with a perfect

showed

it

WASHINGTON STREET.
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

__

Mf

16
pages, Isaned weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
'T'HK followingdescribed Lots In the Oity of
Ladies and Children's Ware; usefu. Information
Holland. I will sell at the following prices
on Family Topics; Select Stories ; Beautiful Jllus- Lot 9. Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition 1175
tratlonsof Home and Foreign Subjects;Poetiy; each; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11. South West

Wanted.

AND

to

sev-

FliANK LESLIE’S SUNDAY MAGAZINE

indeed a heautifuJ work.

the pigs should

be set at work pitching, rooting over and
treading

down

the

and horse, unless

manure from
it

a

requiring of them

is

Bny

yourselves.Single copies are only
drcssUordertCrif,li°U ™Ce

why

is

H.

onlj’

^

6-26w

gies. t*le.Bhs,machine repairing,and all kinds of
old joos, at rcatouablerates, and solicit their

Sarsaparilla

Clothing;.

I

Horseshoeing I give Special
Attention.

LIVER COMPLAINT'

DYSPEPSIA,

offered before in this city.

And

These droppings area rich and valuable

for

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

HATS andCAPS.

Dock, Stillingiu, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies.

We

Jackets, at the

Preparedonly by

Cheap Ca«h Store of

kept at work

on

raw. Hogs

material that

E. J.

Harrington

not

muck, loam,

Inrf, straw,

Ac.

post will be the

the compost of their
soon

as the material

own making. As

supplied is thorough-

pose before carting to
New England Farmer.

the

decom

[Utter to

All kinds of

Ready Made

Sliirls— in-

cluding Fine White Shirts,from &5c to
$1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel,Hickory and

Cheviots Shirts, elc., etc., also the

of

ot

finest

neckties and collars, including the

many dairy districts calves are killed
when only a few hours old, in order to save
the milk they would require if raised.
Except the small amount received for the

Agricultural

Implements,

E. J. Habrington.

Etc., Etc.

Dissolution Notice.
NOTICE

li

Defendants.

hereby given, that on the

Jnne next. 1878,

at

eleventh day of

one o’clock in Uie after-

Conrt

^vn;raM,ieJr?,nt
door,of l**
in the
city of Grand Haven, In said County of Ottawa,!
Hie subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissioner In
and for said County, will sell at public unction, to

^«

l-tiK
1 .j jder’ the raor,gaged premises, described In said decree as follows,to-wit:All that
certain piece or parcel of land situate in the
Conmy of Ottawa and State of Michigan,vizcommencing two rods west of the north-east corner
of the west half, of the north-east quarter, of the
south west quarter, of tho north-west quarter of
sectiontwenty-eight, town eight north, of range
sixteen west, running thence due south eight rods
hence west four rods, thence north eight rods]
henca east four rods to the place of beginning
(being a piece of land four rod* wide bv eight
rods long, within the corporate limits of tho clf\
of Grand Haven.) together with all the appurtenances thereuntobelonging.
Dated this 25th day of April. A. D. 1878.

»

„ akeND VI88CHER,

Mortgage Sale,
WnEEA8 dofanlt has been made In theconState of Michigan,to Stephen L. Lowing of said
countv and atat«i which mortgage was on the 2flth
September, 1878, recorded in the office of
Ref!st7 of I,ced!‘ f*r the County , f Ottawa. In
Liber \ of mortgages, on page 180, and whereas
there Is now due and unpaid upon said mortgage
by reason of the breach of the covenants therein con
talned, and as provided therein, the sum of two
hfa/drod and Mlf doilars,also an attorney fee of
fifty dollars,provided for In said mortgage aa of ten
as any proceeding*should be taken to foreclose
the same ; and no suit or proceedingbavi ng been Inetitmed cither at law or in equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same being now
d“c*nduDpa,d; . Now therefore, notice Is hereby
given, thutby virtue of the power of sale In sail!
mortgage contained,and of the statate in such
case made aud provided, on Tri nail air tli« 1 fUl

d»T

of Aoguat, 1878, at the frott door?f
the Court House, la the city of Grand Haven? In
o'clock In the foreman
of saldday, the undersigned will sell at public
* fhe highest bidder, the premisesde-

hereby given that the co-partnership

Ja

water, and then boiled down one-half, Van Landegead, for payment.
and to this was added a quart of skimmed
JOHN VAN LANDEGFND.
WILLIAM C. MKLW.
milk. In some instances molasses was ^ t ,
Dated, Hollamd this t8th day of April, A. D.187R
added also, to give sweetness. And the
calves not only thrived upon this diet, hut
Prefeted it to fresh m\\\.-[lndependent.

it

Cheap (or Cash!
yr-/

1

1

i>^

-v

I

will sell chesp*r

Hardware
—

J.VAH
Holland, April

ll-4w

J.

|

;

»

into posts. Place three wires one inch
•a ufy “L*thefond.',t^—
* M
flneand P,ctnr#i7ue
apart, one foot from the ground; anotiter
For further informationinquire at This Office
three at three feet ten inches from the
JOHN W. HOPKINS,
ground; another three at top of poets.
Grand Haven. Mich.
Take common laths and weave in, leaving
three inches apace between sides of each.
U start yon
This (flakes the fence four feet high.
u $12 per day at home made by the
Mea, women, boys and girls wanted
Then take other laths, picket one end, and Industrious.Men,
chamfer the other like a chizel blade, and

Granulated .......................... He.

interweaveamong the top wires; then
above the chamfere<t edge down beside
the top of the bottem lath, lapping under
wires two inches. This makes a cheap,

including Corn

Augusta, Maine.

be, may core himself cheaply, privately and radically.

1

1876.

T

1

AM

anthoriaed to sell the Steam Tng
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

“Gem’

fST This Lecture should he In the hands *f
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, toanv ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents er twu
post stamps.
Address tbs Publishers,

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland.

Holland.Mich

41

SPRING AND

Millinery

We

have a fine

spices, and

one that we

tlint cannot be

Also, a

of

Am

3t.,

U»w York; Post Office Box. 4688.

SUMMER. 1878.

full,

Fancy Dry Goods,

offer tyr

surpassed.

assortmentof canned

it.

—

• -

*

Standard Trimming*, Worsted Goods, Hals, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lnce Collars, Silks and Shawls.

50c per

Try

large stock of

Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
,

large var

a

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

coffees and

we have among our

letjr of Teas,

pound

iot

|

And

A Handsome

lot of

fruit

selection of

New

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

$nd Tomatoes, etc.,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

Fine Building Site For Sale. be taken In Exchange for goods, at the
durable, pretty fence, that is seven feet
and ten inches high/ and ’ fowl tight. 'THE East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block JW. Situated highest Market Price, at tho
Wires should be left somewhat slack, as v a u? r e.en .J‘ Leesburg’sDrug Store, and P.
Cheap Cash Store of
interweaving the latln will take it up.— f/. Jt A. Steketee s General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire
H. UOKSBURG.
W. Lang in Pirultry World.
Holland, April 7,
8-tf

of18w.

BUTKAU,

VAN ZOKKEN.

New

»

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Imp*tency, Mental and Physical Incauacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Kits induced by self-indulgence or lexnal
extravagance, Ac.

on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be

seven acre* of land, Imofe or tesa) with lm- beat.
Dr. Morris’ place, on
Set posts firmly in the ground, six feet the old “Indian Village’’campus, can now be pur
Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
chased
cheap
for
cash.
There
Is considerable
liigh, eight feet apart Take No. 9 wire,
Extra C ........ .......
0c.
fruit on the place, such as strawberries, currants,
and stretch from post to post outside,
olc:' olc- It* locality—on the south shore
A
......
.......
.....................
10c.
fastening with staples made of wire driven
yT*., .*ad ,n the extreme south-west

orof

CULVimU'B CIL1BSATISIS-

SAT on the radical cure (wlthont medicine)of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

Groceries constant

TPHE

«

14,

GROCERIES. 1878.
A complete stock of

mooi sowlosuhtoseb!

The np$prslgircdannounces to the Public that
tW Price in aenlcd envelope, only *lx cents.
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
The celebrated author. In this admirableEssay,
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
ful practice, that the alarming consequences *r
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
self-abuse may be radicallycured wlthont the dan
all those who wish to favor them with part of theii
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of care at once
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A simple, certain aud effectual,by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
Son's Hardware Store.

TUG FOB SALE.

1878.

STEPHEN L LOWING, Mortgage.
A Cross, Attorneys for Mortgagee.

/ZWgNM.

Store,

LANDEGEND.

J-ao

Hwt^PW

WARD.

OF—
27,

—

IN THE

—

than evet before at the

.

Twvetnenm lmown as

HARRINGTON.

MEAT MARKET

Holland. July
Is

Two

$

E. J.

W.

Which

from

<

Jauua Yerdnin,

Dated, Grand Haven, May 3rd, 1878.

HLAy

Hardware,

Cheap Cash Store of

lately existing between John Van Undemented in raising calves with hay-tea gend and William C. Mells nnder the firm name of
Van Landegend& Mells was dissolvedon the
calves
taken
their eighteenthday of April, A. D. 1878, by mutual
mothers when only three days old and led consent. All debt owing to tho said co-partnerwith the following- liquid:
pounds ship are to be receivedby the said John Van
Landegend,and all demands on the said co-partof hay were steeped
twenty quarts of nerahlp
are to be preafnted to him, the said John

a

w.
Cornells Verdain and

teen (14) west, containingforty acres, be the same
more or less.

would respectfullycall the attention of the public that I have on hand a lar^e stock of

In

were

,

Stoves,

numerous to mention, at the

These

Tate,

Comjiainant.

^

U

Maine

Sultan Linen Collar

I

akin, this brings nothing to the owner.
Calves will grow almost as well upon haytea, with a little skimmed milk, as upon
fresh new milk. Fifty years ago Sir James
Stewart Denham, of Scotland, experi-

L.

Cheap Cash Store of

nnn

not easily earned in these tlm«s. but
\ / / / It can be made In three months bv any
m I I I 000 ot e,thcr sex. In any part of the
k/ 1
< countrywho Is willing to work steadily
at the employment that we furnish. $63 per week
In your own town. Yon need not be away from
home over night. Yon can give yonr whole time
to the work, er only yonr spare moments. Wo
have agents who are making over $10 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other buslnesa. It costs noth
Ing to try the business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, U. Haixztt A Co., Portland,

with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too

Spare the Oalree.

Samuel

Circuit Coart for

County of Ottawa.-In Chancery.

the

dMcribed as foUows to wlt; The north-east qnar-

ly mingled and saturated, it is thrown out,
carefully worked over, and left to

O

for sale at a bargain, at the

com-

even allowed to run any length of time on

Chancery Sale.
OTATE OF MICHIGAN: The

scribed in said mortgage, to satisfy said debt.attrrney fee, and costs and expensesof sale of said
premises, being described as follows, to-wit: All
Jh^C'TUjtl piece or parcel of land aitnaie and

al

not

Office.

Sold by all Druggists.

ft

result My hogs are

latest styles of

161 Jefferson Aye,, Detroit, Mioh.

Freely

eupplied, a Urge tmount of valuable

of the

HATS AND CAPS,

ChemistsA Druggists,

ready rich in fertilixingsubstances such
as

CO.

New York,

have just received from

a splendid stock

JOHNSTON &

IF.

should be
is

-tf

great care, from the beat selected

be left loose and light, that decomposition

mass and render it
available plant food. When firmly trodden down, by the tramping of hogs, no
decomposition takes place, and the mass

14,

This preparationIs compoundedwith

“

seizg upon the

VAN BRUGGEN.
1878.

D.

Purifying the Blood.
Holland, Marrh

manure of themselves. When absorbents Gents’ suits (common wear) $3.75 to $10.00.
are mingled with them, .as they always
“ (fine dress) $10.00 to $2d.OO.
should be, then the compacting of the
Boys and children’s suits, all wool $4 to
manure by the (reading of bogs, or any
other animals that are allowed to run over $10. Also a large stock of Overall’sand
it, is a direct injury. The heaps should

; Inquireat this

pitronage.

la acknowledged to be the beat and moat
reliablepreparation now prepared for

horse manure by throwing it
Under this head we offer a variety of
over and treading it down in a solid mass, goods cheaper and heller ihun ever was

_

Samuel L. Tatk, Complainantin Person. U-7w
would respectfully invite the attention of the
public to the fact (hat 1 am prepared to do all
kinds of blacksmithwork, such as wagons, bug-

voluntaryexercise. Hogs do not improve

remains crude and

h*"1*

fui

estate in the City of Holland.

real

r;

I

Johnston's

cattle and

may

1

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange

County. Michigan.

Phoenix Planing Mill.

%

pu8t p“l11, Ad‘

9fl_iy

Mryt/H (m/r/ CommissionerIn and for Ottawa

^tbeYea^

it and see tor
2.1, cents, and

Main«.

LAND WANTED.
TN

LOCATED OPPOSITE THE

certain amount of in-

as they are sure to do if they run upon it

Co.

D. Tan Bruggen,

Frank; Leslie's Publishing House,
537 Pearl Street, New York.

Beady Made

W. VERBEEK &

Blacksmithshop of

the cattle

for the purpose o!

Portland

IDRjY kilint

AND THE DRYING OF UMBEL
SHALL MAKE A

It ta

could see

froD1
ovei
j?u cun
88 we** 88
Full
directions
expensive outfit free. If you want profitablework
send us your address at oneo. It costs nothingto
try the business. No one who engages falls to
make great pay Address“The People’* Journal."

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

FashionableIntelligence;Penonal Chit Chat:
Oj' the Mont Approved Patterns;
Addition $178 each. Lois 1, i, 3. 1. 5 A fl In Block
Amusing Cartoma on the Follies and Foibles ot ‘25. ns organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank leHie't
d we are
$ -'25 each, except Lots 1 <fc 2 which are $800 each. And
are confident we can satisfy all whe
Uiiye Journal is the most beautiful of all the Also 6 lots West of First avenno at $125 each. The
want
ladles papers. It should be found on the table of
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy; anthe following Lots 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14, in Block
nual subscription, $4, postpaid.
h. Lots 2, t. 5 and . in Block H. The above will
FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has be sold on long credit and small payments down.
made rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
Apply to,
Jo public favor. Its contributors are some of the
M. D. HOWARD.
J)est living writers. Every departmentof literature ts represeniated
In Its columns. The amount
WE HAVE A STEAM
of instruction, entertainmentand amueemeut afforded by the articles, essays, stories,aud general
miscellanycontainedin the US quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well apA RELIABLE Business Man to get tip a party
preciated.Every copy ol the “Popu ar Monthly" t\. to go to Virginia and settleon a large tract
I.
is embellished with over 10b beautifulIllustrations. of land owned by the advertiser, and to be divided
Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in exist- up into villagelots with farms adjoining.These
WE
ence, and at tho same time one of the most select lots and farms are divided into Share* at low rote*.
SPECIALITY.
and universally welcome, it must continue to in- so that working men, mechanics. Incipient manucrease in public favor, and rank with the publish
factures.Ac., can easily buy them. Also, parries
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
er s Sunday Magaxine-the
highest among all our ,to fell tharee. It pays better than any other agency
American monthlies. It Is published on tho ?5th Apply
E. BAUDER. Fenton,Mich.
of each
month. Price, 25 cents a
i ,, --• unraber;
miiuud, SubouoOr anything In our line, manufactured on short
scriptton,$3, post paid, per year. Address your
notiae.
orders to Frank Leslie,W Pearl Street, New York.

a beautiful work. It will Interest educated and
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinan
the best manures for the vine, and as we reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine published
wish them to last for years, they need not' in this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select aud fascinating literature,
be broken up. As it is well to have the ranging from the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), t..
roots of the vine spread over a considera- •tlrring Ules, general Topics and Eaaays, Poetry.
Mustc, Fnn, Science, History, etc., in great va
ble space, bones or other very rich manure
riety. Each copy of this Magazine has ti4) exquishould not be placed in holes, but distri site engravings of the most interesting character
it has reached a circulation and prosperity such as
buted through the soil.— [77* Country.
make Rone of the marvelsof periodicalliterature.

I never

<

tlcnlartv

FOE SALE.

eral poiots. Bones are evidently one of

Figi on the Manure Heaps.

w X?u ne'd no1 bo awa)'
home
it
do
Others.
par
snd terms free. Elegant und

FHCEIsriX
Planing Mill.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

every direction, running into the interior

network ol fibrils. To us

on

Planing, Matching,

wanted. The other roots,
therefore, dwindled away, or, at least,
made but a trifling growth, and the vine,
depending wholly upon the single root
just described, perished when it was cut
off. We may add that the root was almost bare of fibrils or branches in it>
course from the vine to tlyj bones, but
once there, it divided and branched in
all thu food It

of the hollow bones, and clasping botli in

AT TS

A

was evident, there

It

SCOTT.

u

Office

M7

TRANSIENT.

|

W.
’77.

Lager Beer.

K LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL,

Fit AN

up the severed end, and following that,

—

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given

,

STEADY

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

roots to their extremities.To our sur- away to Its subscribers,
The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
prise, there was only sne root of any conpages of Illustrations,printedon fine paper, Is
sequence, and this led directly to the published every Monday, price only 10 cents: anaforesaid hole. Following it up, we came nual subscription. $4, post-paid. Addtws your

It

newly fitted op and famished,and Its location
the most convenientto both the railroaddepots.
Is now ready to receive guests, both

public In general, that he Is now the aole pruprie
tor of this well-known and popnlar hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his pet sonal attention
We solicit a ataare of the public patronage, and
to the managementof the houso and the wants
will endeavorto treat our guueta in such a manner
of his gne»ts The house has been refitted and reas to merit their approval.
furnished, and now offers the best of accommodaJ.
tions to the traveling public. It contains 130 handHolland, Oct. 25,
87-tf Proprietor. ,
some and commodious rooms, fitly of which can
be had with board at $2.00 per day, and tho rentalr dor at the nsual price, Having conductedthe
Greal chauce to mane money, if
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the part sixteen years, and thahkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes fot a continuanceof the same.
every town to take subscriptions
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excu Jed by
i
.I*0?1’ cheapest und best Illustratedfamily
any public house in the Htate,thu tables are sup- publication In the world. Any one can become n
plied with all the markets afford, and careful atlen- successful agent. The most elegantworks of art
given free to subhcrlbere.The price Is so low
tlsn is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the that almost everybody subscribes.One agent r»traveling public, which will be duly appreciated ports making over $ir>«lna week. A lady agent
by the proprietor.
NWrUl taking over 400 subscribersin ten days.
A I who engage make money fast. You can devote
T. H. LYON.
ail yotir time to the haziness,or only your spare

kinds of

—ALSO

Blograidiie*,Adventures. Essays,Fan, Travels. Natural History,
Legends, Anecdotes,Science, etc , make this publicationone of the most entertaining In existence.

orders to Frank Leslie's PublishingHouse,
Pearl Street,New York.

all

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

Habberton.Howard, Robinson, De Forrest,
Benedict. 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas. Etta W.
i lerce, and other eminent writters,are Its regular
Contributors.The subjectstr-ated of are verv

Is

The nndersigned deslrea to annonnee to the

w
And

circum- completedIn each number, while

up, carfully following all the

it

'pHIS Is a new House, added to the old Rcr.
-L Smith s residence, on the corner of

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

• .1 h.® Mwtnrtlons ar« profuse aud they are
all beautiful Short storiesextremely Interestingare

a hot sun.

T.

Is

Thla year the Chimney Corner seem to he better
v n v,ver* v* p«rial stories arc of the moat
absorbing and hlvely character, of great power,
however,we attributed to its general vigor, true to life and ball of merit, taking a wide range
of anbjMts toftlesa* every member of a houseand not to any special influence, having hold -the domestic atort Ibr the mother, the
charming love-tale for the daughters,the more
forgotten all about the buried bones. But aramailc for the young men, the solid novel for
one day, after digging near the hole, wo older readera, and then we have stirring adventure
for the boys and latry-talcs
for the children.

noticed that our healthy, vigorous vine

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
If. LYON, - - - Proprietor.

Wholesale Dealers

Thtu beautifulperiodical,the best American Family JouroaJ,Sionr Paper and Home Friend, has
been the ancceisfnl rival of all the weekly Journals
for the neat thirteen year*. It gained a place In
the mlnfl* and hearts of our people, and now the
name of Its patrons la Legion.

about three

set

LESLIE’S

SWEET’S HOTEL SCOTT’S HOTE

E. J. Harrington.

new,

I.

&

S.

etc.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

